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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Boards discuss graduation dates
Snow days won't
affect Calloway...
May 28. If the latter two dates
were selected, three seniors
would miss commencement due
Despite the addition of three to a trip to Austria to begin May
snow days, the Calloway County 27.
Another student has planned a
Class of 1993 will graduate on
wedding, and others have scheschedule May 21.
They just won't receive their duled vacations. Several students
have also enlisted in the military
diplomas until May 25.
That was the compromise and will be required to report to
struck by the school administra- basic training that weekend. In
tion and the county seniors at some instances, relatives from
Thursday night's school board out of state have already made
plans to attend the May 21
meeting.
The only other dates open for ceremony.
graduation besides May 21 were
Thursday. May 27, or Friday, III TURN TO PAGE 2
By GINA HANCOCK

Murray Ledger & Timms Staff Writer

But if you go by
reality, nobody has
given us much
credit all year.
Pete O'Rourke.9
page 10
BOIPTROT
FRANKFORT, Ky. — They
counted money — $20,000 in
$20 bills — and sometimes
chuckled. The FBI was listening. Page 3

MORE UPSETS
Mayfield, conqueror of Marshall County in the Fourth
District Tournament and latest
regional favorite, joined the
list of First Region girls'
basketball casualties Thursday
night to the last team on earth
that figured to beat them.
Upsets also occurred in the
first round of the SEC basketball tournament in Lexington.
Page 10

FORECAST
Cloudy with a 60 percent
chance of light snow. Total
snow accumulation one inch or
less. Low in the mid 20s.
North wind increasing to 10 to •
20 mph. Saturday, windy and
cold with a few moming flurries. High around 30.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.4, +0.1; below 322.9, 0.0
BARKLEY LAKE
353.8, -0.3; below 327.7, +0.6
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...but Murray's date
pushed back one day
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Water

In a rather short Murray Independent School Board session
Thursday, members finalized the
graduation date for Murray
School as May 25.
The tentative date of May 24
for graduation was changed due
to the dismissal of school on Feb.
25 because of snow.
By law, school must be in session 175 days. The cancellation
of classes on that February date
dictated the change of one day. It
was noted, however, that the graduation date will not be changed
by any future snow days.
Class sessions may become
necessary rafter graduation if
more snow days are needed.
Acting Superintendent Willie
Jackson spoke to the board on his
recent visit with Superintendent
W.A. Franklin.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray City Council voted
to re-appoint Dr. Allen Moffitt to
the Murray-Callowa9 County
Hospital Board for a four-year
term at its regular meeting Thursday night.
Other nominees submitted by
the hospital nominating board for
the position were Larry Hurt,
who asked that his name be withdrawn from consideration, and
Hewlett Cooper.
During a meeting of the health
insurance committee prior to the

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Calloway redistricting, smoking policy discussed
group used to form its redistrict- Lion included a pre-school building recommendation for the ing which was approved by the
board and the possible redrawing
board.
Controversy erupted last month of boundary lines if the building
It wasn't until the end of the
Calloway County School Board._ when committee members asked doesn't relieve overcrowding. _
In January, the recommendameeting Thursday night that to present all their research
members indicated what they material to the board even though tion was made by committee
would do with a detailed packet action had already been taken in chairman Johnny Bohannon. He
presented the board with a one
of information they had received January.
The recommendation at that page statement. Where was all
earlier from the redistricting
time included long-range and the data then?
committee.
"I don't know why they didn't
A presentation made by com- short-term answers to overcrowdmittee member John Williams ing in the county's elementary
contained all the information thc schools. Part of the rccommenda- • TURN TO PAGE 2
By GINA HANCOCK

Murray ledger & Times Staff Writer

council session, members discussed possible changes in the
health insurance plan for city
employees.
The city has been on a selffunded plan since 1984. Don
Lect, city budget officer, said
evaluation of the program will
begin to indicate what changes
need to be made before the next
fiscal year.
Leet said rate increases are
possible. The health insurance
committee will continue to meet
and discuss funding for the next
year.
In other business, an ordinance

An ordinance creating two
prohibiting and regulating open
burning within the city limits of citation officers was also passed
Murray was passed on the second on the second reading.
reading.
The officers will be given the
The ordinance strictly prohibits authority to write citations for
the burning of leaves, household violations of city ordinances.
rubbish and foliage in accordance
One officer will be in charge
with Environmental Protection of writing citations for fire code
violations. The other officer will
Agency standards.
The ordinance does allow come from the police department
opening burning in certain situa- and be in charge of writing citations but requires a 24-hour tions for violations of other city
notice to the Fire Marshal's ordinances, including parking
tickets and city sticker
Office.
Any person in violation of the enforcement.
ordinance may be fined not less
than $25.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Violence may be rising at abortion clinics

CLASSIFIEDS

OFFICE INFO

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

John Williams. a member of the Callimay County redistricting committee, explains research collected by the group mer a six month period.

Dr. Moffitt re-appointed to Hospital Board

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Timcs by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

"He's progressing very well,"
said Jackson. "111e made it clear
that he's looking forward to
returning to work as soon as he
can."
Franklin and his wife Margaret
were both seriously injured in an
automobile accident on Dec. 23.
He continues to undergo physical
therapy while living at his
brother's home in Lone Oak.
Mrs. Franklin remains in a
coma at the Rebound Unit Trauma Center in Gallatin, Tenn.
The Franklin Fund, which has
been set up at Peoples Bank, is
being used io_help_ offset her
expenses at Rebound, which total
nearly $20,000 monthly.
The school board, which will
next meet at 7 p.m. April 8, is
expected to be updated on the
renovation project.
In routine matters, the board
approved four overnight trip
requests from faculty.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Supporters of abortion rights and
abortion opponents disagreed one
day after a doctor was slain in
Florida whether his death signaled an escalation of violence at
abortion clinics.
A Kentucky Right to Life representative stressed that the slaying was an aberration. But
abortion-rights advocates called
for a new federal law to guarantee women access to abortion
clinics.
Dr. David Gunn, 47, a native
of Benton in western Kentucky,
was shot several times in the
back Wednesday at the Pensacola
Women's Medical Services clinic
he operated during an anti-

abortion protest, police said. Thursday at a news conference
Gunn died several hours later in attended by representatives from
six pro-choice organizations.
surgery.
According to the National
Michael F. Griffin, 31, an antiabortion demonstrator who repor- Abortion Federation, there were
tedly confessed to the murdcr, 115 reports of vandalism against
was ordered held without bond. clinics nationwide in 1992,
Gunn's slaying is believed to slightly twice the 1991 statistic.
be the first fatality ever reported NAF also reports 2,727 pickets
for 1992, nearly a tenfold
at an abortion protest.
"We're all just horrified at increase over the previous year.
what happened, but, unfortunateBut Margie Montgomery,
ly, we're not surprised," said executive director of Kentucky
Nancy Rankin, president of Jef- Right to Life, disputed that
ferson County National Organiza- Gunn's slaying indicates a trend
tion for Women.
in increasing violence against
Although "the violence has abortion clinics.
never escalated to murder," pro"We're understanding that
choice advocates "have seen the
potential for that," she said • TURN TO PAGE 2

Reno sitrorn in as first female Attorney General
WASHINGTON (AP) — Janet
Reno was sworn in today as the
nation's first woman attorney
general. She pledged a quick but
careful decision concerning the
future of embattled FBI Director
William Sessions.
Reno, who won unanimous
Senate approval Thursday, took
her place in a Cabinet in a White
House ceremony attended by

President Clinton and members
of her family. Supreme Court
Justice Byron White administered
the oath of office.
Clinton said his new attorney
general was a "strong and independent person who will give me
your best legal judgement,
whether or not it's what I want to
hear."
For her part, Reno pledged to

administer justice fairly. "There
will be a new spirit in America
where people will want to
become involved in public service because it is the greatest
undertaking you can commit for
your nation," she said.
Reno began her day with television interviews.
"I don't feel any pressure
except to do the women of

America proud," Reno said when
asked if she felt overwhelmed by
the tasks awaiting her in her new
job.
She vowed to use the government's law enforcement powers
to protect the right of women to
choose abortion and said the
environment, civil rights and
safeguarding children from abuse
were top priorities.

At least 100 killed
and 530 injured in
Bombay bombings
BOMBAY, India (AP) —
At least 100 people were
killed and 530 injured today
when car bombs exploded
across Bombay. Two of the
blasts set fire to skyscrapers
housing India's largest stock
exchange and the headquaEters
of its international airline.
Scattered Hindu-Muslim
violence erupted in several
areas of the city after the
explosions. Witnesses saw
Hindus set two cars afire in a
Muslim area. In another area,
Muslims torched a building
and threw stones during a
rampage.
Still reeling from nine days
of rioting in January, Bombay
braced for a possible new outburst of communal violence.
Chief Minister Sharad
Pawar, the state's top official
who reported the casualty figures, told reporters the bombing wave appeared to be a
deliberate effort to "spread
panic."
But he did not speculate on
who might be responsible, or
whether the bombings were
related to the communal violence that killed about 600
people in Bombay in January.
At least 12 bombs went off
within 75 minutes in India's
financial capital, the federal
home minister said. Two tourist hotels — the Centaur Hotel
near the city airport and Searock Hotel in Sandra, 13 miles
from the city center — also
were damaged.
"There is panic in the
whole of Bombay," said Harpreet Kaur, 29, a stockbroker
in a building opposite the
stock exchange.
"Nobody has had time to
think about who is responsible.
People have been busy trying
to find out what happened and
find the victims," she said in a
telephone interview.

Local News Roundup

III Violence may be rising...

We are pleased to announce
that Tracey Foutch, bride-elect
of Richard Keith Williams, has
made her domestic and household selections through our bridal registry.
Tracey and Richard will be
married March 20, 1993.

WAL-MART

FROM PAGE 1
there are pro-abortion groups in
the area that are intimating that
there will be violence," Mrs.
Montgomery said. "... We condemn violence against the Florida
abortionist, as we condemn the
violence of abortion that has
killed 30 million unborn children
in the last 20 years."
The two sides made their statements at hastily called news conferences Thursday afternoon in
Louisville.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration today announced what had
been expected since last year —
state revenues are falling short of
predictions and agency budgets
will be cut this year.
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable
said the $69.6 million in cuts will
come primarily from 2 percent
agency reductions that were first
ordered in October. A surplus
that had been included in the
budget will also be spent,
planned bond sales will be
delayed and some agencies will
be forced to transfer their fee
income to the General Fund.
Hable said the cuts should not
be noticed by the public in
reduced services.
He also said these moves
should enable the state to pay
income tax refunds on time this
year. One of the biggest reasons
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for the state's financial problems
this year was that tax refunds of
more than $100 million last year
were held over to balance the
budget. That difference had to be
made up this year.
The reduction has implications
for the future as well. Government estimators make their predictions on expected revenues
based in percentage terms. For
example, when the current twoyear budget was enacted by the
1992 General Assembly, tax
receipts were predicted to grow
by about 6 percent from fiscal
1993 to 1994.

FROM PAGE 1
City Planner Don Elias told the
council a grant has been
approved which will provide
$20,000 for renovation of the city
swimming pool.
Councilmen approved the first
reading of an ordinance which
amends certain provisions in the
present ordinance pertaining to
the rules and regulations of Murray Municipal Utilities.
The new ordinance would
require proper identification for
customers who wish to obtain
water, sewer or gas service;

TWO COUNTRY CLUBS BURGLARIZED

According to Calloway County Deputy Stan Scott, both the Murray Country
Club and the Oaks Country Club were burglarized sometime after midnight
on March 10 Scott said it is possible the incidents are related Burglars at
the Murray Country Club disabled the alarm system and forced their way
into the Pro Shop and stole approximately $1,000 in cash from a money
bag. Then they apparently went to the clubhouse and took a window out, set
it on the ground and crawled inside, While there, they vandalized a pool
table, disabled the alarm system in that building and took money from a
drink machine Approximately $1,000 worth of damage was done inside the
clubhouse. Scott said. Burglars gained entrance to the Pro Shop at the
Oaks Country Club by breaking through a glass door with a concrete block.
While inside, they stole approximately $20 in cash. The burglars then took
the block and broke a window at the clubhouse. Scott said no money was
taken. Approximately $700 to $800 worth of damage was done to the window and furniture inside Both burglaries are under investigation.

LAKE HOUSE BURGLARIZED
Edward Streamass, Rt. 6 Murray, reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department March 4, his house near Irvin Cobb Resort was burglarized.
Reports indicate various items valued between $800 and $1,000 were
taken. The incident is under investigation.

TIRES REPORTED STOLEN
Taylor Bus Sales reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department that
lour tires worth approximately $400 were taken from its lot March 10. The
incident is under investigation.

MAN ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT
Wiley Joe Powers, 25, 82 Shady Oaks, was arrested by the Calloway County Sheriffs Department and charged with second-degree assault after he
allegedly hit his wife several times. According to the report, alcohol was
involved in the incident and apparently two children, ages 1 and 2, were in
the home while the fight was allegedly taking place. Powers was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DUI
Joel Henderson, Shady Oaks, was arrested March 11 by Murray police and
charged with third offense driving under the influence and second offense
driving on a suspended operator's license.

•Snow days won't...

Having a lower figure to start
from in 1993 means lower actual
receipts can be expected in 1994.
Hable said agencies will be
ordered to withhold 2 percent of
their budgets for the year that
begins July 1 right off the bat.

•Dr. Moffitt...

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

"If we as a state and a nation
don't do something to stop the
violence, I think it's going to get
a lot worse," said Ms. Saunders,
who has worked for the clinic for
8'A years.
The bill would make it a federal crime to prevent entry into or
exit from a clinic; enable women
and clinics to get federal injunctions against attempts to block
their access to clinics; and allow
women, clinics or their staffs to
sue blockaders under civil law.

State budget cuts announced

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Mrs. Montgomery said eight
pro-life groups were represented
at her news conference. She
stressed that these groups were
involved "in peaceful, legal
activities to protect human life."
However, Margaret Saunders,
director of counseling at EMW
Women's Surgical Center, one of
two clinics in downtown Louisville that perform abortions, said
the Freedom of Access to Clinic
Entrance Act is needed to stem
violence.

would decrease the interest rate
on deposits from 6 percent to 3
percent; and would deem any
type of meter tampering as theft
of service within the meaning of
the Kentucky Penal Code.
The proposed ordinance also
states that if a bill due date falls
on a Saturday, Sunday or city
observed holiday it is payable the
following business day without
penalty. Some national holidays
are not observed by city
government.
The council will meet again in
regular session March 25.

FROM PAGE 1
As Superintendent Jack Rose
pointed out, the last two winters
have "spoiled everyone." The
school system did not miss any
school due to snow and was able
to stick to the announced graduation dates.
"We try to caution people not
to build too much into those days
because anything can happen,"
Rose said.
According to high school principal Jerry Ainley, seniors will be
required to attend school May 24
and 25 to fulfill the legal requirement of receiving 175 instructional days.
If the seniors don't return to
school for those two days?
"It will be a long time before
they get their diplomas," Rose
said.
Another twist to this year
graduation ceremonies will be a
privately held baccalaureate service tentatively set May 16.
The private ceremony came in

response to a recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision that bars
prayer at a graduation ceremony.
In the past. Rose said, baccalaureate was held the Sunday
before graduation but only a
small number of seniors attended.
Then the service was moved to
the
same
night
as.
commencement.
"In my judgment, baccalaureate wasn't a big draw but is
something that we would like to
see continue," Rose said.
Parent Jan Wilson said the service will be voluntary and will be
held at a location in town.
"We want the kids to want it.
Baccalaureate is different from
commencement. It is small, warm
and sentimental. You have a different feeling than you do at graduation," Wilson said.
She said a committee of
parents, faculty and students will
plan the service. So far, a majority of the students have wanted to
hold baccalaureate, Wilson said.

1

Murray Independent School District

"In our primary
program, we
emphasize security, exploration,
and discovery"

"A Tradition
ofExcellence"

Kindergarten
teachers
_J

Primary I/Kindergarten

REGISTRATION
Where

When

Robertson Elementary Center
Broach Avenue

Tuesday, March 23, 1993
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

•Calloway...
FROM PAGE 1
present it then unless it was the
fact that several of the committee
members left before the end of
our last meeting and they felt
more strongly about redistricting," Bohannon said.
All board members agreed the
committee's research will be valuable in the future. But it was
board member Garry Evans who
addressed the crowded conditions
at North Elementary School.
"The overcrowded conditions
at North still need to be a concern of the board," he said.
North has 578 students, East
411 and Southwest 455. Of the
1,444 students, North has 40 percent of the county system's
elementary population in its
building.
Evans asked all board members
to visit North during a school day
to observe and compare conditions with the other schools.
In other business, the school
board continued to kick around
the establishment of a tobacco
policy for school property.
Has it become a non-issue as
Superintendent Jack Rose and
other board members indicated?
It may be a non-issue during a
school day with only a few of the
faculty and staff members smoking. It is a different story during

an athletic event. But even then,
is it a problem?
Calloway Middle School principal Marilyn Willis said basketball spectators are asked to
smoke outside the door of the
gym during games.
"No one ever complained," she
said.
The heaviest smokers in the
school system may be in the
administration office, Rose said.
Evans said he would probably
endorse a restrictive tobacco policy, but "as a representative of the
district, I don't think the people
want that."
Will Ed Clark, director of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, urged the
board to establish designated
smoking areas.
"We are not trying, in any
way, to promote smoking for
young people. We just want a
place for the people who do want
to smoke to have somewhere to
go," he said.
Rose will ask the Kentucky
School Board Association to draft
several tobacco policies for the
board to review. The drafts will
include designated smoking areas
and policies during school hours
and for after school events.
The policy drafts may be presented at the next board meeting.

For children who will be five years old on or before October 1, 1993
• Bring the child's birth certificate, Kentucky certificate of immunization, social security number, and
TB skin test certificate.

• PTO representatives will be present to welcome children and to answer questions about the PTO and the
school volunteer program.

• Children currently enrolled in Murray City Schools'
Preschool/Head Start do not need to register.

• The kindergarten classrooms, Writing-To-Read Center,
and the Resouce Room will be open for visits.
Kindergarten teachers will be in their rooms.

• Parents may choose'to register their children for
Kids' Company, the afterschool enrichment program
at Robertson Elementary Center.

• Parents who are unable to attend registration are asked
to contact the school office at 753-5022 or 753-5512.

1992 Buick Regal
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, tilt, cruise, AM/FM stereo.

$13,200
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Much • Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-5315
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Wilkinson attorneys say tape proves nothing -

Murray

News of the World

Ledger & Times

YELTSIN STORMS OUT OF CONGRESS

By CHARLES WOLFE

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin stormed out of Congress today after
lawmakers refused to soften a resolution that limits his authority, and aides
said he would call a plebiscite to settle Russia's power struggle. A top aide
said the president would not try to disband the Communist-dominated Congress of People's Deputies, but instead favored a plebiscite followed by
elections to end the political impasse that has paralyzed his reforms. The
Congress later overwhelmingly approved a resolution that sharply curbed
Yeltsin's power. After walking out on the Congress, Yeltsin met with regional
administrators and his chief rival, parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov,
to discuss the dangerous destabilization of the federal government. "We are
on the verge of a revolution, on the verge of unpredictable events," Deputy
Prime Minister Sergei Shakhrai told reporters during a break in the session.
Yeltsin's executive authority has been eroded repeatedly by the Congress in
recent months. The sharp rupture in the national leadership was reminiscent
of the split between the provisional and the Bolshevik governments in 1917,
and between the Russian and Soviet governments in 1991. The 1917 split
led to a bloody civil war and the 1991 split to the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Unless the current crisis can be overcome, it seems almost certain to
lead to the further disintegration of Russia.

Associated Press Walter

FRANKFORT, Ky. — They
counted money — $20,000 in $20
bills — and sometimes chuckled.
The FBI was listening,
A U.S. District Court jury on
Thursday heard a tape recording
that figures prominently in the
trial of Bruce Wilkinson.
Prosecutors say it's the sound
of the former gubernatorial aide
collecting a payoff he was promised for influencing a state arbitration case involving race tracks.
Jay Spurrier, who has pleaded
guilty to extortion and conspiracy, testified the recording was of
Wilkinson and himself as they

PRODUCER PRICE JUMP WORST IN TWO YEARS
WASHINGTON— Prices paid by wholesalers jumped 0.4 percent in February, the biggest rise in more than two years, the government said today.
Large seasonally adjusted increases for home heating oil, gasoline, tobacco
and new cars more than offset declines in the prices of fruits and vegetables, the Labor Department said. In advance, analysts were looking for a
milder 0.3 percent rise in the department's Producer Price Index, which
measures prices paid to producers such as factories and farmers. In January, it rose 0.2 percent. For the first two months of the year, producer price
inflation was running at a 3.4 percent annual rate, more than double the 1.6
percent price rise registered for all of last year. February's increase was the
largest since an identical rise in November 1990, early in the recession.
Since then, the slow economy has dampened demand, keeping a lid on
prices. Despite today's report, most analysts believe inflation will remain
moderate this year.

counted bundles of bills in a
Frankfort hotel room,
But much of the tape was unintelligible, and Wilkinson's attorneys say it proves nothing. They
said Wilkinson helped Spurrier
count the money but took none.
Their questioning of Spurner,
the prosecution's most important
witness, continued today.
In his second day on the witness stand, Spurrier, once a premier lobbyist of the Kentucky
General Assembly, described
how he allegedly made the payoff. He also recalled his "great
sinking feeling" when FBI
agents nabbed him an hour later,
The money, $30,0030 in all, had
been supplied by the FBI. It was

delivered in a briefcase with a
transmitter by former state Sen.
John Hall of Henderson, who was
cooperating with investigators
because he had been caught uking bribes.
Spurner said he kept $10,000
for himself and his partner, lobbyist and ex -legislator Bill
McBee. The rest he gave to Wilkinson as they left a Frankfort
hotel, Spurrier said.
The defense claims Spurrier
decided after being caught to
implicate Wilkinson in a bid for a
reduced prison sentence. Spurrier
said Thursday he told agents
almost immediately that "Bill
McBee and Bruce Wilkinson and
I were involved."

Democrats to press action on motor-voter bill
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Democrats, defeating
Republican efforts to dilute a bill
to make voter registration easier,
say they will either pass the measure early next week or move to
curtail debate.
The outvoted Republicans contend the Democrats intend to use
the provisions of the so-called
motor voter bill to "distort" the
election process by registering
people inclined to favor Democratic candidates.
On Thursday, in one of two
votes divided sharply along party

FBI TRYING TO TRACE OVERSEAS PAYMENTS
NEW YORK — The FBI is trying to pinpoint the source of thousands of dollars in overseas wire transfers that are believed to have paid for the bombing of the World Trade Center, a federal investigator says. Bank records in
New Jersey show that money was transferred from Europe into an account
held jointly by the two Palestinian bombing suspects under arrest, the investigator said Thursday, speaking on condition of anonymity. "We speculate
that the money was used for the bombing, possible escape, sate houses
and other terrorist activities," the investigator said. "Our main thrust is
where the money came from." The source would not say where in Europe
the transfers originated, but The New York Times, citing unidentified sources, reported today that $8,000 wired to the account of Mohammed
Salameh and Nidal Ayyad has been traced to Germany. Investigators told
the Times, however, that they were unsure where in Germany the money
came from and whether it was meant to underwrite the bombing. Germany
has one of the largest Muslim communities in Europe and has been a base
of operations for Middle Eastern terrorist organizations. Finding the source
of the money would help investigators determine a motive in the Feb. 26
bombing that killed at least five people and injured more than 1,000. The
bomb went off in a garage underneath the twin 110-story towers.

lines, the Senate voted 55-42 to
kill a GOP effort to exclude welfare offices as places where people could register to vote.
The Senate then rejected,
53-43, an amendment that would
have barred the bill from taking
effect unless Congress appropriated money to reimburse the
states for any added expenses.
Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine said Democrats
would study a package of eight
additional Republican amendments over the weekend to determine whether some or all of them

could be accepted without votes,
If agreement is reached, Mitchell said, the Senate will vote on
final passage of the bill next
Tuesday. If not, he said, the
Senate will vote on curtailing the
debate, forcing it to an early
conclusion.

HOUSE WANTS TO END 'PROJECT ARIES'
WASHINGTON— The House wants to put an end to taxpayers' footing the
bill for a program that counsels gay and bisexual men on how to avoid
unsafe sex. And it endorses keeping AIDS-infected immigrants out of the
country. Lawmakers voted, 278-139, Thursday to bar further federal funding
of Project Aries, a national project that provides free, anonymous telephone
counseling to men taking part in its research project. The measure passed
just before the House overwhelmingly endorsed continuing the ban on
AIDS-infected immigra0e came as the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force said violence against gay, lesbian and bisexual Americans rose to
record highs last year in five major metropolitan areas. The group also concluded that violence against homosexuals in the military is on the rise.

U.N. FRUSTRATED IN BOSNIAN EFFORTS
TUZLA, Bosnia-Herzegovina — The United Nations was being frustrated in
its efforts to rescue the wounded and get food and medicine to the needy in
areas engulfed in some of the heaviest fighting of the Bosnian war. International mediators faced their own frustrations at talks in Paris Thursday.
Repeated peace efforts have failed to halt the 11-month-old civil war. U.N.
vehicles reached one Muslim enclave Thursday, but officials said it could
not fulfill its mission of rescuing wounded. The U.N.'s top general in Bosnia
was trying to reach a second Muslim enclave, Srebrenica. However, officials
of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees contradicted previous reports
that an 11 -truck convoy was on its way to the town. Lynda!! Sachs, a
spokeswoman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees in Belgrade,
said agency vehicles that reached Konjevic Polio "were forced to withdraw
back to Mali Zvornik" on the Serbian side of the Bosnian border. Bosnian
Serbs reportedly granted permission for the evacuation of civilians from
Konjevic Polje after talks with the head of U.N. troops in Bosnia, Gen. Philippe Morillon. But they said men of military age must be treated at Serb
hospitals. U.N. officials had insisted that there should be no distinction
drawn between men and other potential evacuees.

HILLARY HEARS HEALTH-CARE HORRORS
TAMPA, Fla. — Americans whose lives have been turned upside down by
family illnesses have harrowing stories to tell Hillary Rodham Clinton at a
forum designed to broaden the public debate over health care. Dr. Steven
A. Schroeder, president of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, said
today's session and three more over the next two weeks in Iowa, Michigan
and Washington, D.C., were intended to shed light on both the "amazing
strengths and glaring weaknesses" of the U.S. health system. Mrs. Clinton,
joined by Tipper Gore, wife of Vice President Al Gore, and Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna E. Shalala, was also hearing from frontline doctors and nurses as well as Florida residents struggling with steep
medical bills. President Clinton's health reform task force, chaired by his
wife, is nearing the halfway point of its 100-day mission to find ways to
insure everyone while corralling runaway medical costs. Most of that work
has been going on behind closed doors. A federal judge on Wednesday
ordered the task force to hold any fact-finding meetings in public. Mrs. Clinton on Thursday called the judge's ruling "a stamp of approval." She said
the task force plans to schedule its own "meeting to take information from
the public. ... We're looking forward to that." But the administration also
plans to bring in hundreds of consumers for a series of focus group-type
meetings in Washington. Politicians, ad-makers and special interest groups
regularly turn to focus groups to help shape strategy. Those meetings will
be conducted out of the public eye.
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The legislation, which already
has passed the House, would
enable people to register to vote
when they apply for driver's
licenses or seek a wide array of
services from state and local
governments.

We are pleased to
announce that Sheri
Wildey Troupe, recent bride of Darrell
Troupe, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Sheri and Darrell
were married February 27, 1993.

Explosives found on
Carter County buses
OLIVE HILL, Ky. (AP) —
Carter County school officials are
waiting for a cue from police in
connection with pipe bombs discovered on county school buses,
Superintendent Ross Julson said.
State police said Thursday that
Carter County prosecutors will
have to decide whether to pursue
charges in connection with the
bombs.
One bomb was found on Tuesday afternoon and reported by the
bus driver on Wednesday. A
parent who heard news accounts
of the bomb's discovery called
state police Detective Gary Stevens on Wednesday night and
said he had taken a similar device
away from his son.
After that, a search of another
bus turned up another pipe bomb.
Authorities confiscated a total of
nine pipe bombs and one other
type of explosive — a commercially manufactured M-I00 —
from two junior-high school students, KSP spokesman Gary Kistner said. A I7-year-old West Carter High School student had been
making the pipe bombs he said.
Kistncr would not release the
names of the teens, and school
officials said they had taken no
action against the students so far.
"We are waiting for the police
to complete their investigations,"
Julson said. "The police have not
taken any steps to let us know
that we should take them out of
school. We're waiting to find out
who they are and exactly what
they've done."
Kistner described the bombs as
very dangerous and said they
"could take a life." But he said
he did not believe the students
realized the danger or meant to
hurt anyone.
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Ladies Blouses
Wrangler • Roper
San Angelo

Jeans
$1999
13 MWZ
Blue
Only

Rodeo Equipment
—Available—
Gloves/Ropes
Spurs/Rosin
New Shipment!

Circle "Y" Belts
& Braided Belts

Canvas Dusters
Full Length
Men's & Ladies $69.95
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Affordable Luxury Right Here In Paducah!

New and antique rugs from Persia, China, India, Pakistan & Turkey in all sizes.

CASPIAN ORIENTAL RUGS
Direct Importer Of Fine Oriental Rugs
5675 Jimmy Carter Blvd
3025 Peachtree Rd
Norcross, GA 30071
Atlanta, Ga 30305
Phone: 1-800-468-0333

chay, Mir-c1-7 141-1-7f
Open Regular Mall Hours.

All Rugs certified and sales guaranteed

by Caspian Oriental Rugs of Atlanta.

Hurry In For the Best Selection

New Shipment

$5 Off
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Saddle Sale

Circle "Y" • Hereford
Simco • Santa Fe
All Marked Down
171de a new saddle
In the Tater Day parade!

New Colors
Saddle Pads
Saddle Blankets

Shirts
•Brushpopper
•Checotah
Panhandle Slim

Kids' Western
Clothes
Wranglers • Shirts
Hats • Boots
Large Selection
*Dress 'em for the
rodeo & parade*

Register for prizes
to be given away
the week of the

Murray State Rodeo
March 18-20

Hwy. 94E 759-4408 Murray, KY
lack P. Went.”.
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Washington Today

Bill Clinton tries
to rescue Yeltsin
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — President Clinton is launching a drive to rescue
Boris Yeltsin even as the Russian president sees his powers stripped
away by a hostile parliament. No senior U.S. official is willing to predict the effort will succeed.
But these officials are certain that if Yeltsin is swept aside, his successors will have far less interest in democracy and market reforms.
They are hoping for the best but fear the worst.
"At rock bottom, this is a situation that will have to be resolved
within Russia," Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher told reporters Thursday. "But as far as we can be helpful, we're anxious to do
so, tangibly as well as symbolically."
The news from Moscow as Christopher spoke was bad. The
Communist-domiuste4 Congress canceled a national referendum Yeltsin had sought to ixtuent his authority. And the deputies, in a preliminary vote, nullified his authority to issue decrees to implement
market reforms over the heads of obstinate bureaucrats.
Clinton, like Chaiaaapher declining to predict the outcome of the
power struggle, said, 'I :mend tb do what I can to be ... supportive of
(Yeltsin) as long as he serves as president of Russia,"
That effort is picking up steam. The president has decided Yeltsin
cannot wait until the leaders of the seven leading democracies meet in
July in Tokyo. The embauled Russian president needs a boost, in fact,
before his summit with Clinton in Vancouver, Canada, April 3-4.
As a result, the Group of Seven — the United States, Japan, Germany, Britain, France, Italy and Canada — are sending top economic
experts to Hong Kong this weekend to devise a rescue plan. Russian
Deputy Prime Minister Boris Fyodorov will be there.
A parallel aid package is being prepared in Washington, as well.
Already, Christopher has announced the administration will ask
Congress for about $700 million in technical assistance to Russia and
other former Soviet republics in the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
That is a boost of about 75 percent over the $417 million in this
year's budget.
Yeltsin needs relief from the massive debt he inherited from the
Soviet Union. Ukraine has offered to share the burden, but at a price
Yeltsin does not want to pay — a proportional share of Soviet assets.
New arrangements are likely to be made for repaying the debt, but
not canceling it. At the same time, the Western leaders will try to
make it easier for Yeltsin to borrow from international institutions.
The tempo is in intuited contrast to that shown by President Bush
last year. He moved slowly to assist Yeltsin, probably because he had
concluded his chances for re-election were being hurt by concentrating on foreign policy.
Clinton, just starting out, does not have that problem. He also has
an unlikely ally, former President Nixon, whose lobbying for aiding
Yeltsin protects Clinton's Republican flank.
That could count when Congress gets the new budget next month,
with the boost for aid to Russia in a crunch year.
Yeltsin's situation is growing more precarious, and Clinton, Christopher and othcr seatior administration officials are hedging their statements noticeably
"We are acting to try to help the president maintain his situation,"
Christopher said. "We are not making any assumptions about what
will happen."
Yeltsin met in Moscow on March 3 with German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, giving -him a detailed description of the sagging Russian
economy.
Kohl then sat down and wrote letters to Clinton and the leaders of
the other Western powers. According to senior U.S. officials who
have seen the letter, it recounted Yeltsin's plight at length and said
that, as a last resort, he might dissolve parliament and rule by
emergency decree.
Yeltsin did not ask explicitly for U.S. support if he was forced to
take that course, the officials said. But he hoped Clinton and the other
Western leaders would understand.
• • • •
(Barry Schweid has reported on diplomacy for The Associated Press
since 1973.)

Editorial Roundup
The Paducah Sun:
Kentucky Supreme Court justices may have too much personal
financial interest in the pension-tax issue to rule on it, as a lawyer
contends, but if that is so, the entire state government could be in
equal conflict on that and other matters.
James Marcum, of Ashland, who represents plaintiffs in a classaction suit challenging the state's retirement taxing system, says the
justices qualify for public pensions and thus should not decide the
case.
Legislators also qualify for pensions, and they enacted the statutes
on the subject. Executive department officials will receive state retirement and some have been involved in responding to previous court
action on the subject. In fact, it is not unusual for both branches to
deal in areas in which they ultimately will have an interest.
On the matter of pensions, there is hardly anyone in Kentucky who
does not have a personal financial interest, one way or another. So
who will decide? Maybe a federal court.
The issue at hand is whether, in view of the tax exemption for state
and federal retirement benefits, the state can legally continue to tax
private pensions. At stake is from $50 million to $150 million in state
revenue, a year — estimates vary widely — plus whatever refunds
would be ordered if the plaintiffs prevail.
The trouble started when a challenge by federal retirees of taxes on
their benefits by states that exempt their own pensioners, as in Kentucky, was successful. The ruling was that all public pensions had to
be treated the same, which raised the obvious question about private
retirement.
Whoever ultimately decides, the issue raised in the present classaction suit is legitimate. If taxing private pensions and letting public
retirees off free is found to be unconstitutional, it may put the state in
a serious revcaue,„bine, but mity,66.1p,orry a price tag.

Keep the ketchup off my TV
Steady readers of this column
(both of them) who have noted
my comments about chili cheese
dogs won't be surprised to know
that I do appreciate and enjoy
junk food.
However, I also attempt to provide dietary equilibrium. I take
vitamins, I eat salads and love
vegetables, and generally believe
in maintaining a balance between
junk and nutrition.
So I was steamed a few years
ago when I heard that the Reagan
administration was telling public
schools that as part of their
attempts to provide nutritious
foods to students, it was all right
to consider ketchup as a vegetable serving. Ketchup has its
place, but it is not a substitute for
a veggie.
I feel the same way about mental junk food. I once had a girlfriend — sort of an intellectual
snob (and enough of one to take
pride in being called such) —
who couldn't understand how I
could watch an rerun of "The ATeam" and then enjoy a "Nova"
or a Bill Moyers Special. Or how
I could read a Louis L'Amour
western while taking a break
from Lord Byron's poetry. Or
have Beethoven cassettes sitting
next to Bob Seger.
Like chili cheese dogs, I sec
nothing wrong with mental junk
food — as long as one realizes
that it is for enjoyment, not nutrition, and as long as one doesn't
try to pass Mr. T off as the dramatic equal to Laurence Olivier.
As Mr. T would say, "I pity the
fool" who does that.
In this case, "the fools!' are the
commercial broadcasters of
America who have been passing

I.1:1 I II.\\1)1,1) LI,\\( L.

Cheaper. Easier. And they
off "junk food" as educational
thought they could get away with
programs for children.
In 1990, the Children's Televiit.
sion Act made a requirement of
Let me stress here that I love
such broadcasters, telling them
chili cheese dogs. I read Louis
that a certain portion of their
L'Amour, and I try to be home
programming must be designed to on Saturday mornings to watch
serve the "educational and infor- the same old Bugs Bunny and
mational needs" of our children. Roadrunner cartoons I've seen all
Since then, many of the broadmy life. I'm not slamming the
casters have been putting ketchup cartoons — even the junky ones I
on the air and calling it broccoli. don't enjoy can. I admit, provide
According to an Associated Press entertainment for our wee ones.
report in our newspaper on
But it is not educational! And
Thursday, one broadcaster
worse, educational programming
claimed that re-runs of "The Jetsons" cartoons helps prepare kids is not that hard to provide. Public
for life in the next century. And, television has been doing it for
years — "Sesame Street" and
according to an NBC News segment Wednesday night, other "The Electric Company" proved,
years ago, that you can entertain
broadcasters have made similar
outrageous claims, saying that children while you're teaching
junk cartoons like "Teenage Nin- them.
ja Turtles" and so forth help
1 am one of Barney's biggest
teach children lessons in respon- (at least, one of his oldest)
sibility, etc.
friends — and if you don't know
Now let's think for a minute. Barney, you slept through the
Did the Reagan administration Christmas toy-buying season.
really think ketchup was a veggie "Barney & Friends" is a show
substitute? No, they thought it about a little stuffed dinosaur,
would be cheaper and easier to purple with green dots, that
pass it off as such, and they
becomes alive and larger than
thought they could get away with life-size through the imagination
it. So, do the TV broadcasters of the children who play with it.
really think "The Flintstones" It sounds simple, I know, but just
offer an educational opportunity watch a few segments and you'll
for children to learn about our quickly discover that "Barney"
earth's prehistoric eras? Nope. teaches children to dance and

sing — but it also teaches them
how to develop their imaginations and to learn respect for
others and confidence in
themselves.
Other public television programs today arc continuing to
prove that children (and adults)
will watch and be entertained by
educational shows. "Where in the
World is Carmen Sandiego"
teaches geography, a subject that
most college students I attended
classes with couldn't even spell,
much less show proficiency in.
And "Adam's Apple" is a superb
show that teaches scientific principles, shows how they apply to
everyday life, and also is quite
entertaining.
Speaking of science shows, I
do have to tip my hat to Paducah's WPSD-TV. They've begun
showing "Beakman's World,"
which is another science show
that can provide both education
and entenainment to children and
adults.
The AP report I mentioned earlier told of Shari Lewis and
"Lamb Chop" testifying to the
House telecommunications subcommittee that there are artists
and performers who can and will
produce quality educational programming for children. The success of "Barney"(millions of dollars worth of sales of videotapes,
books, cassettes and toys in only
a few months) shows such programs can be profitable.
Now, all it takes is for you and
me — the viewing public — to
convince our broadcasters that
we're not going to accept ketchup
when our children need
vegetables.

Gutting thefoundations
Two foundations in New York
City were attacked in recent days.
One, at the World Trade Center,
was caused by a bomb. Although
there was tremendous loss of life
and property, the structural damage
will be repaired.
The other occurred at the Municipal Building, where 109 couples
showed up to register as "domestic
partners." A new city law grants
many rights previously reserved to
heterosexual married couples to
people of the same or opposite sex
who want to live together without,
as they used to say,benefit of clergy
(though there are now sufficient
clergy who will do anything,including "marry" homosexuals). The
damage from this assault on the
nation's primary social foundation
is substantial and may be very
difficult to repair.
For $20, the domestic partners
receive what they have long sought
-- a degree of societal approval for
what used to be known as "living in
sin," before sin died off, like an
extinct species.
Just as married couples do,
domestic partners employed by the
city now will be able to take unpaid
leave when they wish to care for a
new child. They'll also have the
same rights as married spouses to
visit partners at municipal hospitals
and city jails. And they'll have the
same standing as married couples in
qualifying for apartments and in
inheriting a lease in residential
buildings owned or overseen by city

Cal Thomas
'Syndicated columnist
housing agencies.
This law fulfills a goal first
outlined in 1970 at a homosexual
convention in Philadelphia. Delegates called for "the abolition of the
nuclear family because it perpetuates the false categories of homosexuality and heterosexuality."
A lesbian workshop demanded the
"destruction of the nuclear family,"
which the statement called "a microcosm of the fascist state."
At a 1972 meeting of the National
Coalition of Gay Organizations in
Chicago,participants demanded the
"repeal of all legislative provisions
that restrict sex or number of persons entering into a marriage unit;
and the extension of legal benefits to
all persons who cohabit regardless
of sex or numbers."
For more than a century, the
Supreme Court has ruled that a
family begins when a man and
woman legally marry. Given the
evolutionary principle that now permeates the law, and its tailoring by
judges to fit the customer, it is
probable that even this definition
might change.

principles of this country have now
been symbolically "burned" by the
political correctness police, appeals
to such a standard increasingly fall
on deaf ears.
Yet, the principle remains and is
beneficial to those who heed it and
to a society that upholds ii
In his once widely read "Commentaries on the Laws of England"
Since the 19th Century, the Su- (1765), the great British legal schopreme Court has consistently re- lar William Blackstone saw law as
fused to sanction polygamy,bigamy flowing from a Creator, who not
or any other relationship that would only endowed humans with certain
define a family as beginning from a rights, but also established rules for
source other than the uniting of a a social order which, if followed,
man and woman in legal matri- would profit individuals and socmony. It has written of the male- iety.
"Man, considered as a creature,"
female marital bond as "the true
wrote Blackstone, "must necesbasis of human progress."
the laws of his
In Griswold vs. Connecticut sarily be subject to
Creator, for he is an entirely depen(1965), the court said, "Marriage is
being." Blackstone said the
a coming together for better or for dent
will of Man's Maker is "the law of
worse,hopefully enduring,and inti"this law of nature,
mate to the degree of being sacred. nature" and
being co-equal with mankind and
It is an association that promotes a
dictated by God himself, is of
way of life."
course superior in obligation to any
So, too, does the "domestic partother...no human laws are of any
ner" arrangement promote a way of validity, if contrary to this."
life -- a way of life that is an assault
Sadly, in New York City and in
on the most important building
increasing numbers of places, peoblock of any society: the traditional
ple like Mayor David Dinkins in
concept of family.
effect have declared themselves
God and are busy destroying the
Marriage,like law,has its roots in
the Bible, which says,"A man shall foundation of the law of nature and
leave his father and his mother, and
the bedrock principles of history.
This can cause destruction far greashall cleave unto his wife; and they
ter and more long-lasting than any
shall be one flesh." Since that book
and so many other foundational single bombing.
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By JOHNNY McDOUGAL
rieu O. Student Financier Aid
For most families, education
costs are a concern as children
approach college age. Too often
it is probably the determining
variable in making that allimportant decision about where
to pursue a qigher education.
Generally, there is a misconception about how much it costs
to go to a four-year university.
Most students know financial aid
is available, but many have
unrealistic perceptions about applying, eligibility and other
factors.
Murray State University's educational costs are well below the
national average. Average costs
for undergraduate tuition, fees,
room and meals to attend Murray
State in 1992-93 were 76 percent
of the national average for four-

y.
aly

Mor

year public regional universities.
The average for the costs on the
campus was $4,426, compared to
a national average of $5,841. In
other words, MSU, on the average, is 24 percent less in cost for
tuition, fees, room and meals than
the national averages for the
same type of school nationally.
Contrary to popular belief, a
student does not have to be poor
to receive financial aid for college. In fact, new federal legislation makes it possible for even
students from families with high
incomes to qualify for some type
of grant, loan or student employment assistance. A new lowinterest student loan program is
now available to all students,
regardless of the family's financial strength.
The basic premise of most federal and state financial aid is that
students and/or their families

'Murder' at Kentucky Dam
will be witnessed by many
PADUCAH, Ky. — A chilling
murder will occur at the Kentucky
Dam Village on Sunday, March 14.
Forty-five people from 12 states as
well as Canada will be on hand to
witness the murder. Fortunately, no
one will actually be killed.
"Murder Near Blood River" is the
title of a murder mystery hosted by
Paducah
Community
College
March 14-19 as a part of their
continuing education offerings.
The week-long extravaganza is
held in cooperation with the ELDERHOSTEL program. ELDERHOSTEL is an educational program
for older adults who want to continue to expand their horizons and to
develop new interests and enthusiasms.
Participants will travel from Colorodo, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky,
Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Rhode
Tennessep,
Island,
Virginia,
Washington, Wisconsin and Ontario, Canada.
In addition to the murder mys-

have the primary responsibility to
pay as much of the cost of a college education as possible. Scholarships are not normally based
upon the financial need of the
student.
Financial aid comes from a
variety of sources, including federal and state governments, universities, private organizations
and individuals.
TIse best way to learn about
college costs, financial aid and
specific academic programs and
get correct answers to the pertinent questions is to contact the
school a student might be interested in attending. A campus visit
is ideal.
Lack of money should not be
and normally is not an insurmountable barrier to attendance
at Murray State. An education at
Murray State University is
affordable. Anyone needing
financial assistance for the
1993-94 academic year may call
the Murray State Student Financial Aid Office at (502) 762-2546
beginning Monday, March 15.

tery, other topics include:
"A Slice of Sweden & Finland"
will focus on the history arid traditions of Sweden and Finland. Students will examine the character of
these North Atlantic peoples with a
look ofcustoms,folklore, language,
food and dancing.
"A Slice ofIreland" will highlight
the culture, history, literature,
music, dancing and myths in the
celebration of the Irish legend during the festive St. Patrick's season.

The Kentucky National Guard's
21st Annual "Bucket Brigade" for
Easter Seals is underway with units
around the state scheduling their
local collections in March and
April. For the first time, Kentucky
Air National Guard units will join
the Kentucky Army National Guard
units collecting for the "Bucket
Brigade". The 1993 "Bucket Brigade" is led by Adjutant General
Robert L. DeZarn.
Last year, the Kentucky National
Guard raised $76,000 for Easter
Seals after a brief hiatus in 1991 due
to Desert Storm. Guardsmen around the state have collected over
$1,808,617.22 since 1972 by operating collection points at strategic
highways and street intersections.
Other past collection figures for the
Kentucky National Guard include
collecting $68,814 in 1990,
$62,810.48
in
1989,
and
$53,651.45 in 1988.
In announcing the kick-off of the
campaign, Adjutant General DeZarn said, ;While all of us in the
Kentucky National Guard are proud
of our work in providing humanitarian relief around the world with our
missions in Africa and Eastern
Europe, we always keep in mind
that charity begins at home."
Adjutant General DeZarn continued, "Our experience has shown
us the power of the human spirit and
the value of a helping hand, and we
are determined to make a difference
for those children and adults here in
Kentucky who quietly fight the
battle to survive and lead a normal
life. The Kentucky Army and Air
National Guard intend to lead Kentucky toward success in this year's
Easter Seal Fund Drive."
The Kentucky National Guard
has a goal to collect $93,000 this
year in the 1993 "Bucket Brigade"
for Faster Seals. Guion Miller,
Executive Director of the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society, said, "This
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"ELDERHOSTEL is designed
for elder citizens on the move, not
just in terms of travel, but in terms of
intellectual activity as well," said
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institutions around the world."
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Some 200,000 hostelers are enrolled in the programs in all 50
states, all 10 Canadian provinces
and over 40 countries overseas.

year's campaign could make the
Kentucky Guard's contribution approach the $2,000,000 mark, providing therapy, resident camping,
speech and hearing services, hospitalization and recreation for thousands of Kentuckians with disabilities."
The Kentucky Easter Seal Society, one of the oldest voluntary
health agencies, has been in existence for 70 years. Its programs
serve over 23,000 children and
adults with disabilities around the
state. Program centers are located in
Ashland, Carrollton, Covington,
Lexington,Louisville and Paducah.
Of the funds collected for Easter
Seals, 99% stay in Kentucky and
83.6% go to direct services.
Adjutant General DeZarn concluded his remarks by saying,"The
citizens of the Commonwealth are
the real force in this cause, and we
call on everyone, from Paducah to
Pikeville, to show the world just
what Kentuckians are capable of
doing. So, come on, Kentucky!
Help us raise 93 in '93!

Get the credit you want.
And get

25% OFF
All regular-price
merchandise.
Apply for a JCPenney
charge account and
receive your
shopping spree certificate.
Now through March 21.
If you already have a JCPenney charge account,
you can still cash in on 25% savings throughout our store
with your shopping spree coupon.
But hurry, offer expires on March 21, 1993.
Ask a sales associate for details.

We are pleased to
announce that Jan
Neeley Robinson, recent bride of Kenneth
Robinson, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Jan and Kenneth
were married February 27, 1993.
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Receiving financial aid is
not as difficult as perceived
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Chestnut Hills • Murray
Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6: Sun. 1-5

MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Friday, March 12

Saturday, March 13

Mule Pull/6 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission
charged.

AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Control spring conference opens
7 p.m./Kenlake State Park Hotel.

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-I2 midnight.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30
p.m./lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora
Action Group/7 p.m./Holday
Restaurant, Aurora.
Murray Country
dinner/7-8:30
Reservations/753-6113.

Club
p.m.

Saturday, March 13
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn (Blackie)
Shemwell 50th anniversary
reception/6-8 p.m./home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Shernwell at
Hazel. Family requests guests not
bring gifts.
Good Citizens' Awards luncheon by Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of DAR/noon at Louie's
Steak House.
Writers' Potpourri/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.

Breakfast for all men and boys
at First Presbyterian Church/8
a.m.

AMVETS Post 45 meeting/7
p.m./Paris Landing.
Horse Pull at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center/6 p.m. Admission
charged.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show at Golden Pond Center/11 a.m. and 1, 2
and 3 p.m. Info/1-924-1213.
Sunday, March 14
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story
sixtieth wedding anniversary
reception/2:30-4:30 p.m./Hazel
Community Center. Family
requests guests not bring gifts.
World Day of Prayer at St.
Leo's Catholic Church/2 p.m.
with refreshments to follow at
Parish Center,
Piano Recital by Sarah Richter,
Dusty Wilson and Paige Alcott,
students of Joyce Herndon,/3
p.m./Recital Hall Annex, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Elders of First Christian
Church/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital,
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building,
South
Sixth
and
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

We are pleased to
announce that Kris
Minks, bride-elect of
Jwain White, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Kris and Jwain will
be married March 22,
1993.

Reservations for Christian
Women's Club's luncheon Tuesday at Holiday Inn due tonight
with Freda/753-3999 or
Marilyn/753-9930.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show at Golden Pond Center/I1 a.m. and 1, 2
and 3 p.m. Info/1-924-1213.

Jessica Kay
Adams born
Mr. and Mrs. Shane Adams of
A-1 Fox Meadows, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Jessica
Kay Adams, born on Sunday,
March 7, at 5:33 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Altana Bearsby.
Grandparents are Gordon and
Fay Bearsby of HC 321, New
Concord, and the late Gustia Kay
Bolen Adams of Murray.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

THEATRES
We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Lamb Wheat, recent
bride ofDaniel Wheat,
has made her domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Amy and Daniel
were married March
6, 1993.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Yearbooks for Calloway County High School are now on sale
for 1993. Each yearbook is $16 in one payment or $9 in two payments. Any person interested in purchasing a yearbook may contact
the Yearbook office at 753-1740.

Four-H Fashion Revue on Monday
The 4-H Club Fashion Revue will be Monday, March 15, at 7 p.m in the
auditorium of Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. The public
is urged to attend this special event to see the fashions created and modeled by the 4-H Club members.

Kathie Gentry, standing, hosted the February meeting of Alpha
Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority. Seated are,
from left, Kathie Fleming, Dortha Bailey and Jean Lewis.

Gentry gives program
Kathie Gentry opened her
home for the February meeting of
Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority.
Gentry presented the educational on Frederic Francois Chopin, music composer. A record of
his Waltz in C Sharp was played
softly during the educational and
closing of the meeting. He was
born near Warsaw in 1810 and
died at the age of 39 in 1849.
Presiding at the meeting was
Kathie Fleming, president. Dortha Bailey read a poem from the
Salasian Missions book as she
was acting as chaplain in the

Homemakers plan events
By JUDY STAHLER
Area Homarnak•r• Council Reportiir

The Purchase Area Homemakers Council met Monday. Feb.
22, at 10 a.m. at Ramada Inn
Resort, Kentucky Dam, with
Marshall County as host for the
meeting.
President Vanda Gibson, Calloway County, presided. Also
attending from Calloway County
were Judy Stahler, area public
information chairman, Vinita
Winters, county president, and
Karen Hicks, home economics
agent for Calloway County.
Jo Ann Ellegood, Carlisle
County, reported on the 1992
Area Annual Day held last
October at Kentucky Dam Village Activity Center,
Martha Hobgood, Area Family
Community Leadership Chairman, reported on the FCL workshops going on at this time in the
Purchase Area. Eighteen area
members are participating in
these workshops.
Jeanne Davis, Area Director
for Extension, reported on the
Area Homemakers Program Planning meeting held at Mayfield.
Nine lessons will be presented
to county members by the Purchase Area Agents. They are Gifts
from the Kitchen, Fabric Gifts
from Sewing Machine, Food Pyr-

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
JOHN M. AUSTIN, son of Dr.
Clegg F. and Faye B. Austin of
1227 Dogwood Dr., Murray,
recently completed basic training
at Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Ill.
During the cycle. Austin was
taught general military subjects
designed to prepare him for further academic and on-the-job training in one of the Navy's 85 occupational fields.
Studies include seamanship,
close-order drill, naval history
and first aid.
A 1992 graduate of Murray
High School, Austin joined the
Navy in November 1992.

amids, New Safety Tips Gadgets
for the Home, Resource Management, Fashion Update, New Window Fashions, Being Your BestSelf Esteem, and What Are You
Watching.
Lessons and membership to the
Purchase Area Homemakers are
offered to everyone in the community into which they are given.
President Gibson reported on
the restructuring process going on
at the State Board level. This
restructuring will be voted on at
the state meeting to be held April
12, 13 and 14 at Lexington.
The Area Council voted to help
support Cal's Accessories for
Kids this year. Frances Smith,
Area Clothing Chairman, will be
in charge of this project.
Judy Stahler, Budget Committee Chairman, presented the proposed budget for the coming year
and it was approved.
The Purchase Area Homemakers will host the Trade Show
room at the state meeting in
April. Each county will be
responsible in helping with the
Trade Show to be opened up to
everyone on April 12 and 13.
The 1993 Area Annual Day
will be Oct. 7 in Fulton County.
Beverly Bunch, president of Fulton County Homemakers, will be
correlating this meeting for the
Purchase Area.
The National Homemakers
meeting will be Aug. 9-13 at
New Orleans. Many of the Purchase Area Homemakers will be
going to this meeting.
Gibson reported that Linda
Workman, Calloway County, was
to be judged for Master Farm
Homemakers recognition on Feb.
25. Winners of the award will be
recognized at the state meeting in
April.
The Purchase Area Homemakers have 2,317 members and 128
individual clubs. Membership in
the Homemaker organization is
open to anyone. The organization
offers educational and leadership
development through club activities and educational lessons.
The next meeting will be Monday, May 24, in McCracken
County.

Secretaries will meet Monday
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI) will'meet
Monday, March 15, at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Patricia Latimer,
vice president and trust officer of Bank of Murray, will be the guest speaker
on 'Discount Brokerage & investment at 5:30 p.m. After Laumer's talk,
tabloid photographs will be taken. 'PSI is the world's first and foremost
association of secretaries and office personnel," said Rhonda Rogers, CPS,
who may be called at 762-2995 for information.

District Judge Leslie Furches will speak about 'Hope for the Homeless' at
a meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club on Monday, March
15, at 7 p.m. in the basement of the club house. Names will be tabled for
new members, according to Anna Mae Thurman, Theta chairman. Hostesses will be Martha Enix, Oneida Boyd and Jan Hough.

Senior Adults of First Baptist Church
heon on Monday, March 15, at noon in
Prior to the luncheon, the Saints Alive
senior adults are urged to attend the

will have its monthly potluck luncthe Fellowship Hall of the church.
Choir will rehearse at 11 a.m. All
potluck luncheon.

Eva Wall Group plans program
The Eva Wall Mission Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet tuesday, March 16, at 10 a.m, for its Week of Prayer for Home Missions Program. A potluck lunch will be served following the program. All ladies of the
church are invited to attend.

Dorcas Class plans breakfast
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a breakfast
on Tuesday, March 16 at 8:30 a.m. at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn.
Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltner are teachers for the class. Martha Farris,
president, urges all members to attend.

Nominations needed at Southwest
Nominations are being sought for parent representatives to the Southwest
Elementary School Site Based Decision Making Board. Nominations, which
can be for self or others, must be in writing and submitted to the school
office no later than Tuesday, March 16, and should include a phone number
for vertification. For more information, contact the school at 753-5843. Elections will be held during a PTO meeting on Monday, March 23, at 6:30 P.M.
in the school cafeteria.

Spring Style Shows on Tuesday
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Spring
Style Shows on Tuesday, March 16, at noon and at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Forty-two models will present a total of 84 outfits for women, men
and children from local stores. Proceeds will support music contests, scholarships, and other community cultural events. Tickets are $7 for noon
luncheon-show and $4 for 7 p.m. dessert-show, and may be purchased
through Annie Nance at the downtown Peoples Bank.

Murdock shower on Saturday
A household shower for Ray and Linda Murdock and sons, Kyle,
14,
Lance, 7, and Trent, 4, whose home and contents were destroyed
by fire
Tuesday night, will be Saturday, March 13, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Darrell and Dana Beane, located one mile north of Lynn Grove. All home of
relatives
and friends are invited to attend. For more information call 435-4228
or
435-4420.

Oaks' ladies' luncheon on March 17
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have its spring luncheon
on
Wednesday, March 17, at noon at the club. Reservations should be made
by Monday, March 15, by calling Kathryn Outland at 753-3079 or Crystal
Parks at 753-4645.

W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
WATCH. (work activities training center for the handicapped) has an
ongoing project at the center of crushing aluminum cans. Persons having
cans to donate may leave them at the center at 702 Main St., Murray, or
call
759-1965 for more information.

New program has been established
A new program offering homebound GED instruction has been established through a cooperative effort involving the Murray-Calloway County
Literacy Council, the Adult Learning Center at Murray State University, the
Family Resource Center with the Calloway County School System, and the
Murray City School System. For information on participation in this program,
call Family Resource Center, 753-3075, or the Adult Learning Center,
762-6971.

Lenten activities at church
Si. Leo's Catholic Church has Lenten activities planned. A daily Mass
will
be at noon with devotions and Stations of the Cross at 7 p.m. each Friday.
Also the annual fish fries will be at 5:30 p.m. on March 12, 19
and 26.

Debbie Shapla (Avner'Stylist
Deena Blalock - Stylist

Diana Darnell Nail rechnitir/Stylist
Sue Sammons - Stylist

Open Mon.-Sat.

753-1181
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a 'St. Patrick's
on Saturday, March 13, from 7:30 p.m. to midnight at Joe Creason Dance'
Building,
Benton. Playing will be the Silver Creek Band. The cost will be $5 per person. The Madisonville and Hopkinsville Groups will join the local group for
this event. The Decorating Committee will meet Saturday at 9
a.m, for
brunch at Lacey's Restaurant, Benton, and then go to the center to
rate. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.deco-

Single Too plans activities
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Douthitt will help seniors
Louis Douthitt, a retired accountant, is again this year offering his ervices
free to senior citizens and disabled persons in preparing their
income tax
returns. He will be at Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to
4
each Tuesday through Tuesday. April 13. This is a free service. He p.m.
is a
member of American Association of Retired Persons. For an appointment
call the church office at 753-3714.
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Singles (SOS) plan dance Saturday

A USACA Aerobic Certification Clinic will be held Saturdays, April 3
and
10, at Carr Health Building, Murray State University. For more
information
contact Brenda McGarvey, Dept. HPER, MSU, at 762-6189 or 762-4798.

Deena Blalock

Pre

Menus for the vas

Senior Adults plan Monday events

Aerobic Certification Clinic planned

Deena Blalock, hair stylist,
has joined the salon staff
at Debbie & Company.

MI

Thetas will hear Judge Furches

Singles Too will have activities on Sunday, March 14, and Monday, March
15. The group will meet Sunday at 1 p.m. at University Church of
Christ
parking lot to go to Kentucky Oaks Mall at Paducah for shopping and eating.
The singles will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House on
North
12th Street, Murray. Dr. Roger Thompson, therapist from Paducah,
will be
the featured speaker. This is a support group for all single men and
women
that have never been married, are separated, divorced or widowed.
For
more information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Sandy, 753-0817.

715 S. 12th
•

absence of Marjorie Hall.
In the report from Margaret
Terhune, treasurer, it was
reported $500 had been sent to
St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital from the promotion on a
Gerber Baby Doll by Alpha Mu
and Mu Sigma collegiate
chapters.
Jean Lewis won the Disaster
Fund drawing which was furnished by Gentry who served
refreshments.
The chapter will meet Tuesday,
March 16, at the home of Karen
Goetz at which time an election
of new officers will be held.
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Persons are pictured at the Chinese New Year's celebration held
at Baptist Student Union,

Chinese Bible Class meets
BIRTHDAY PARTY — Presenting special music at one of the
recent birthday parties at West View Nursing Home were, from
left, Allene Knight, pianist, Helen Steffen, violinist, and Lorraine
Adams and Mabel Rogers, singers.

The Chinese Bible Class of
First Baptist Church held a Chinese New Year's Celebration on
Saturday. Jan. 23, at the Baptist
Student Union.
Miu Cheng's meal was supplemented with many traditional dishes prepared by the over 40
Chinese students who attended.
Tables were decorated with red
cloths and colorful balloon bouquets. Toy roosters were used to
carry out the theme of "The Year
of the Rooster."
A play about "New Year's

MURRAY TODAY
School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

younG

Inc.

Outland featured in book

Children's Fashions,
Pre-teens, Etoya sizes up to 20

Mrs. Kevin Harold Cowles

Murray City

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 15
to 19 have been released by Joanna Adams and Willie Jackson,
food service directors for Calloway County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

Robertson
Breakfast
Monday - waffles. Tuesday - cinnamon toast; Wednesday - breakfast
pizza; Thursday - Poptart; Friday Honey bun. Cereal, toast, fruit juice or
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
chuckwagon; Wednesday - fish nugCalloway County
gets, hot dog; Thursday - turkeyburger, vegetable soup w/cheese and
crackers;
Friday - pizza, barbecue
East, North, Southwest
beef sandwich. Peanut butter and jelly
Breakfast
sandwich, fruits, vegetables, juice and
Monday - donut; Tuesday - ham
milk are available daily
and cheese biscuit; Wednesday Carter
green eggs and ham w/toast; ThursBreakfast
day - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday Monday
pancakes
and syrup;
biscuit w/sausage gravy. Milk, juice,
Tuesday - cinnamon biscuits; Wedcereal and toast are available daily.
nesday - breakfast on a stick, ThursLunch
Monday - pizza, turkey club sand- day - Poptart and cinnamon toast; Friday
- donut. Cereal, toast, fruit juice
wich; Tuesday - hamburger, submarine sandwich; Wednesday - turkey and milk are available daily.
Lunch
and dressing, hot dog; Thursday Monday - hamburger, chicken pattie
chicken and dumplings, cheeseburger;
Friday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, bar- sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, Sloppy
becue sandwich Fruits, vegetables, Joe sandwich; Wednesday - taco
fries, peanut butter/jelly and grilled salad, grilled cheese sandwich; Thurscheese sandwiches, desserts, milk day - beefaroni w/corn bread, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Friday and fruit drink are available daily.
submarine sandwich, turkey burger.
Calloway Middle
Fruits,
vegetables, juice and milk are
Breakfast
Monday - egg omelet on biscuit; available daily.
Murray Middle
Tuesday - cinnamon roll; Wednesday
Breakfast
sausage and biscuit; Thursday Monday
- French toast sticks;
muffins; Friday - cream filled donut.
Cereal, juice and milk are available Tuesday - Poptart; Wednesday - cinnamon rolls; Thursday - sausage,
daily.
eggs, biscuits; Friday - donuts. CinnaLunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, pimento mon toast, cereal, assorted juices and
cheese sandwich, salad bar; Tuesday milk are available daily.
Lunch
- taco salad, hot ham and cheese,
Monday - French bread pizza, Slopsalad bar; Wednesday - turkey and
dressing, grilled cheese sandwich, py Joe sandwich; Tuesday - chicken
salad bar; Thursday - barbecue rib, fried steak, corn dog; Wednesday haniburger, salad bar; Friday - spagh- oven fried chicken, Chuckwagon sandetti w/meat sauce, turkey club sand- wich; Thursday - fiestada, barbecue
wich, potato bar. Fruits, vegetables, sandwich; Friday - foot long hot dog,
salad bar, milk and fruit drinks are fish sandwich wicheese. Fruits, vegetavailable daily.
ables, pizza, fries, hamburgers,
Calloway High
cheeseburgers, fruit drink and milk are
available daily.
Breakfast
Murray High
Monday - ham and egg pizza;
Breakfast
Tuesday - steak on biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; ThursMonday - wattle stix; Tuesday day - scrambled eggs, toast, hash- sausage and biscuit; Wednesday brown; Friday - pancake and sausage French toast sticks; Thursday - chickon a stick. Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice en and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon
rolls. Cereal, cinnamon toast, assorted
and milk are available daily.
juices and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Lunch
Monday - fiesta burger, ravioli casMonday - cheesy crispito, rib sandwich; Tuesday - chicken and dum- serole; Tuesday - taco salad, steak
plings, chef salad; Wednesday - turk- nuggets; Wednesday - St. Patrick's
ey and dressing, baked potato lite; Day buffet- turkey and dressing, ham;
Thursday - lasagna, chef salad; Fri- Thursday - vegetable beef soup and
day - spaghetti w/meat sauce, turkey sandwich, chili crispito; Friday - turkey
club sandwich. Salad bar, lite and lean salad croissant, fish sandwich w/
line, pizza, hamburger, cheeseburger, cheese. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
deli line, fruits, vegetables, milk and pizza, French fries, assorted fruits,
nachos, vegetables, fruit juice and milk
fruit drinks are available daily.
are available daily.

Haskins and Cowles vows
said in church ceremony
Amy Lynn Haskins and Kevin Harold Cowles were married Saturday, Jan. 16, at State Street United Methodist Church, Bowling Green.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Haskins of 4370
Westchester Lane, Paducah. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Dibble of Murray and Mrs. William Haskins of Falconer, N.Y.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cowles, Boiling
Springs Road, Bowling Green. He is the grandson of Mrs. Marie Cowles and Mrs. Louise Donoho of Bowling Green.
The Rev. Don Davis officiated at the 7 p.m. ceremony.
Music was by Ellen Cherry and Melissa Underwood, soloists, and
Rocky Jones, organist.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a sheath gown of
white silk satin featuring a portrait neckline, long sleeves and a
detachable train accented with silk roses. She carried an unstructured
arrangement of white roses.
Mrs. Kelly Wretlund, sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Krista Gaines, Murray, Miss Stacey Berryman, Louisville, Miss Natalie Bailey and Miss Christy McCalister,
both of Paducah, and Miss Tricia Burton, Miss Rachel White and
Miss Kristen Karcm, all of Bowling Green.
Harold Cowles, father of the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Chris Decker, Matt Daniels, Jody Allen and Robbie Westbrook, all of Bowling Green, David Resch, Berlin, Germany,
Fred Meyer, Indianapolis, Ind., and Billy Jack Haskins, Paducah.
A reception from 8:30 p.m. to midnight followed at the Knights of
Columbus Hall there.
Servers were Miss Heather Grogan of Murray and Miss Sara Steele
and Miss Caroline Steele, both of Paducah.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Venice, Italy. They are now
residing in Fulda, Germany, where Mr. Cowles is stationed with the
United States Army.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Park Mammoth
State Park Hotel.
A bridesmaids' luncheon was held at Country Club of Bowling
Green with Mrs. Robert Manchester of Paducah as hostess.
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Max Lynn Outland, son of
Mrs. Ola McKinney Outland and
the late Milburn Outland of Murray, has had his name and biography published in Who's Who In
the South and Southwest for
1993-94.
Outland is with the Charlotte
County Schools at Punta Gorda,
Fla. He has been with the school
system since 1970 serving in
many positions and now is school
system administrator.
He received his B.S. from
Murray State University in 1969
and his Master's degree in 1970.
He has done post graduate work
at various universities.
Outland is married to the for-

An eight star quilt has been
donated to West View Nursing
Home by a family member, Mrs.
Roy Beane.
Tickets are being sold for the
quilt and anyone interested can
purchase them in the activity
department at West View.
The quilt will be given away
during the annual volunteer luncheon to be scheduled the latter
part of April.
Pau Bedwell of the Activity
Department said the cost of restoration of the home's piano will be
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mer Lorna Lee Alexander,
daughter of Leo Alexander and
the late Evelyn Alexander of
Murray.

We are pleased to
announce that Sheri
Wildey Troupe, recent
bride of Darrell Troupe,
has selected her bedding and bath accessories through our bridal
registry.
Sheri and Darrell
were married February
27, 1993.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Murray, Kentucky

Center

Max Outland

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfleld
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

West View plans activities
after donation of star quilt

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 841) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 14

,113
14
; II

Priorities" was prepared and presented by Murray State students
Susie Chin, Angela Luh, Susanna
Sung, Jachael Yuen, George Wu
and Carol Lin.
The Chinese Bible Study is lcd
by Dr. and Mrs. Louis Cheng and
meets for dinner, Bible Study and
games in the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Bert Siebold, Bethel Church
Road, each Friday from 5:30 to
8:30 p.m.
Transportation and babysitting
are provided. For more information, call 753-1170 or 753-6487.

$2,250 with $1,500 for inside
workings and $750 for cabinet
and bench."We have raised close
to $1,000 so far toward the goal
of $2,250," Bedwell said.
Activities at West View on
Saturday. March 13, will include
Crossword Puzzle at 11 a.m.,
Exercise at 11:30 a.m. and
PAWS. (pets are wonderful
society) at 2 p.m. On Sunday,
March 14, a worship service will
be at 2:30 p.m. by Bethel and
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Churches.
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ttarters
For
Business • Leisure • Group
'Lowest Prices & Best Service'
Call or Visit Today

the

acatzon
Station,„,
TRAVEL AGENCY

(602)753-1'R1P (8747)
Hwy.121Bypass• Murray

f.•

•

Cindy's

On The Barge

Located on beautiful Kentucky Lake - Seats 47

OPEN FRIDAY, MARCH 12
Breakfast Served Daily • Delicious Lunch Menu
Homemade Desserts

SALE 43.99
CATIO THERM"' PERM
Rep $50

mth

OM Mee~Um Swum Riaturdry.
Narch O.

Open Mon:Thurs. 530 am.-3 p.m.. FrL-Sun. 630 a.m.-5 p.m.
"We're Looking Forward To A Great Season!

Hwy 94 East
Inside Kenlake Marina

•

i
- r r ,..des
a
shampoo. flan 01 and
sty,t; Long hair and desrdr
wraps extra

JCPenney
Salon
Styling

Manager Jennie Nesbitt
NOUS
—17

1903. JCPenney Company. Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

ammak
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MurrarCalloway County
Church Directory
This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sobboth School
Sot. 95•m
Worship
Sat. 11 00 • m

CHARLIE'S

BAPTIST

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
II 00 cm
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 cm
Worship
II a.m & 6 p.m
Church Training
5 p.m
Wedne•day
7 p
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worohip
11:00 sm.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11.00 •.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 o.co.
Morning Services
1100 gm
Evening Services
000 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv.
6.30 p.m.
Sunday School
I000 cm.
Worship Service
1I00 cm
Sunday Night
6.00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
645 pm.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m,
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11,00 •Ln.
Evening Worship
6130 p.m.'
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 am.
Worship
1045 cm & 7 p.m.
Church Troining
6.00 pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 •m.
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.45 a.m.
Signiori
8.30 cm., 11 cm. 6 p.m_
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CIIURCH
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Morning Worohip
11 -00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7.30 •di,
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
030• 10:30 cm.
Sunday School
930 cm.
Evening Worship
6 pm.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11.00 •.m.
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Church Training
000 p.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7,00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
1100 cm.
Evening Service
630 pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Wonhip
11.00 cm
Evening Worship
730 pm
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 cm
Preaching
1100 cm.•
600 pm.
Wedneoday Night
7:00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11123 cm
Evening Worship
7.00 pm
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1s1 Sunday
2:00 pm
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:60 cm
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 •Lri
Worship
1100 •.m
NEW MT. CARMEL
M ISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 •.m.
Evening Worship
600 pm,

"Communicate Before You Medicate • Ask CHARLIE
7514175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger 8. Times)
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. - 759-1400

Carron
Tire Inc.

753-1489- 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

NEAPSSOIS

753-9383
Chestnut Hills

nk011014/1i

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd

753-2411

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St.

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
Murray

753-5273

Celebrating 17 Years In Business

C if0R'S
753-7715

1301 Main St.
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

NORTIISIDE
Morning Worship
1100
Evening Worship
700
NEW PROVIDENCE
Suncloy School
10,00
Preaching Sere.
11,00

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Hoffmans
Garden Center, Gift Shop, Landscaping

. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

OAK GROVE
Worship
II a.m.•7 pm.
Sunday School
10 am.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Preaching
1100 cm.
5.30 pm.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 cm & 7 p.m.
Worship

piggly wi9911/
OPEN IAOR•FF1. 21 HOURS A DAY; SAT. & SUlt 7 A.11.-111011GHT

HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

1108 Chestnut
753-3314

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb. Owner
501 N. 4th
An.

or

(4,
r
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CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATIIOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
000 p.m
Sunday
9.00 •m
ST. LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masse.
8 a m., 11 cm,
•8 pm Sunday
Relic«. Education
025 a m
6-00 Saturday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday Scheel
9.30 o.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
PELLOWSII1P
Wor•hip
1030 cm
Bible School
930 ism
Evening Service
6.00 p.m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main SL, Murray
Sunday
1030 cm.
Sunday School
10.30 cm.
2nd Wed.
7.30 p.m
Reading Rose Every Wed. 183 pm.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 cm
Morning Worship
9.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
1016 a.m.
Evening Wonhip
6.00 p.m.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
laso
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1003 a.m
Morning Service
10 45 cm.
Evening Worship
600 pm.
Wed. Worship
7:30 p.m.
IIA7_EL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
060 a.m.
Morning Worship
1060 cm.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
700 p.m
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Moms
9 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.00 •.m.
Wednesday Night
7 pm.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CIIRIST
Sunday School
1000 e.m.
Morning Worship
10.50 o.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
(Sunday• Wed/merlon;
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10,00
Morning Worthip
11:00
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9,50 cm. & 6 p.m
Bible Classed
9 cm
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
9:50
Evening Service
600 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1046 a.m.
Evening Worship
000 pm
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45
Evening Worship
000 p.m.

Dan Miller
Auction Service

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED. INC.

Bulk Fertilizer & Chemicals
Seed Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

SALEM BAPTIST
Morrung Worship
11,00 cm,
Evening Wors10p
7.16 pm ,
SCCrITS GROVE
Worship Service
1100 cm
Evening Worship
600 pm
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1103• m
Evening Worship
6 000 pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
1000 lam
Morniitg Worship
1100 cm
Enema Worship
6.46 pm.
Tnining Union
600 pm
ST, JOHN
Morning Worship
9.30 •m
Sunday Scimel
10.46 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11,00 a.rn
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 cm
Morning Worship
11:00 a.ro
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
WEST PORK
Morning Worship
11.00 am
Sunday Evening
600 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7.00 pm.
WESTS1DE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30 •.m
Worship
10:30 cm.•6 pm.
Wednesday
7 pm.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
I m i c
753-2380

•

408 N. 4th

ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Murray
&Inds, Worship
10 a.re

1401 SOUTH

16C,
1

STREE

MURRAY 'KENTUCKY

eSiVieW
N;JPS1,
41",
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MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
MI North 4th Murray. kl

GoiNRU11

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Sh1114)1
Open

is

ilicor.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturtlay 8-Notott

612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
7..041

CHURCH OF GOD
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10700 am.
Evening Worahip
600 pm

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

Hardin Hwy. 80
Sundoy School
10 cm
Worship
II a.m.• 6 pm
Wednesday
7 pm

CHL•RCII OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S. 16th St.
Sacrament Meet
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1130 cm
Relief Society and
Pnesthood
12:10 pm

713 S. 4th St.
Compliments o

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Sun Holy Eirchend 0...•1030 am
Church U13.11. 9.16 am.
Woodkaya 1:11 p.m. rvaaang Pram
CFloly Bachand Modomday)

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10,00 a,m.
Worship
II a.m.•7 pm,
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
II ism.•030 p.m.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CIILIRCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. A 6 pm.
Saturday
7 pm.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Worohip Service 11 a.m.•7 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m.-700 p.m.
FAMI TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Alm*
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.•7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
9.30 •.m.
Sunday School
1030 cm •6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7,00 p.m
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship
10:30•6 pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 pm.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 7 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1103 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Wonhip
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sundoy School
1000 cm.
Worship Serv.
1100-730 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Service.
10.00 •.m.
000 pm

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sundoy School
930 •.m
Morning Worship
10.30 •.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
046 a.m.
Worship
1100 •.m
Wed nesdoy
7 p en

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
.WHOVANS WITNESS
9.30 a.m
Public Talk
Watchtower Study
1080 a.m.

1-

•
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
&Ando, School•
Bible Close
030 •m
Worsli
1046 a.m.

ETHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
1030 •.m.
2nd • 4th Sun. Night 6:00 pm
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Morning Worship
11,00 •.m.
1st•3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
11,00 •.m.
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00 •.m.
Sunday School
945 a.m.
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 cm
Worship
11.00 rim., 600 p.ro
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10,50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Senors
1100 cm.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
1000 •.m.
Worship Service
1100 cm
Evening Ser. Wor.
6:30 pm.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100 cm.
Worship
1000 cm.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 o.m.
Morning Worship
1103 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Morning Worship
1E00 o.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 •.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 •.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
1100 aLn,
MT. CARREL
Wonhip
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930 •.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship Servin
11,00 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 cm.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
1000 sm.
Worship
Service
11:00 cm.•7 pm.

753-6800

KOPFIERUD

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
1100•m.
Sunday School
10.00 cm.
Evening Worehip
603 pm.
MURRAY CHURCH
Swiday School
9.46 a.m.
Morning Worship
1005 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wedne•day Worship
6.30 pm

711 Main

753-1222

ccc7.10Z73)Pioneer
Convenience Mart

Groceries and Snack Bar Open 7 Days
Open Mon.-Sat. 6-9, _Sun. 7-8
Hwy 94, Lynn Grove, KY 435-4500

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th S. • Murray, KY • 753-8730

SIRWINIRPSTOCIULDE€
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

WOODCZAFTES
GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

759-4522

d "0,4,40:fri
759-4408
Hwy. 94E (1 mi.)

arm
Iglki•
s d

%.../

'Bridles Cr•O 'Britches

Murray, Ky.

Mirrray
Ledger & Times
"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray."

Cunningham
Auto Repair

•I
iike•
e$I1

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

uth 4th_.St-

-

•

Corn-Austin®
'You Gotta See Us"
Men's, Ladles & Young Men's Apparel
Downtown • Murray

ADVANTAGE:

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall

Cain's

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-00DGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054
489-2126

FIT'S BLOCK O
READY MIX CO.

"A Taste of Home Cookin."

Rudy's
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

HGEE.PLUMBING

753-6779

1127eL kV

753-6168

CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

Cow.t Square

753-1632

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service
CUPS Shipping Service Avoilabte)
753-2706

753-3008

753-5312

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

W

PALESTINE UNITED
Sundin School
10.00 a m
1160 cm
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Warship
9 46 • to
Sunday School
II 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 • ni
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
SOO ka 111
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
11.00 • m
TEMPLE 11111. UNITED
Morning Worship
1000 cm
11.00 • in
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 •m
Morning Service
III 00 a m
Poster William J Pratt

'Your Plumbing Specialist"

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

401 Olive

MT HERRON
Worship
10.00 • m
Sunday School
11:00 cm

GLENDA1.E ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.-.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
6 pm.
Conning Worship
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50 •.m.
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
900 •.m.
Bible Clasen
1000 a.m.
Worship
6.00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10,50 •.m.
Evening Worship
600 pm.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m.
Evening
6:00 pm.
7:00 p.m.
Wedno•day

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

Bel-Air Center

rs)
Arbys

HOWARD D

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507

N. 12th

753-8841

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
Williams Appraisal
Service
Chuck Williams Certified Ky. Appraiser

435-4574

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Matield, Ky
118 N. 7th St.

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Shell

Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee

S. 4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner

1707 W. Main

753-1962

•

6
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Area churches list music and services for weekend

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, March
14, as follows:
University Church of Christ
Calvin Warpula of Stillwater, Okla,
will speak at 10 am and 6 p m services Sunday and at 7 p.m Monday
through Wednesday His theme will be
'The Gospel of Christ In Our Lives
Today.' Assisting will be Danny Claiborne, Wayne Williams, Hemp W
Brooks, Lynwood Smith. Walter Mohr.
Gary Darnell, Rick Murdock. Gearl
Suitor, E C Wallin, George Wilson,
Gene Rickman. Tom Yates. Leroy
Eldridge, Jim Lawson, Tony Thompson
end Don Overbey.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons. pastor, will
speak at 10:50 am and 7 p m. services John Wood will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists The Church
Choir will sing 'It is Well With My Soul'
at morning hour when the ordinance of
baptism will be observed Dale Thomason will be deacon of the week
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p.m
services. The music will be led by
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists
Special music at morning hour will be
by G.A. Ward. Shirley Nance will be
deacon of the week.
First United Methodist
Dr. Jerry Jeffords. pastor, will speak
about 'The Wonder of Acceptance'
with scripture from John 4 1-30 at 830
and 10:50 a.m. services. Austin Williams will sing 'I Am Adopted' at early
service. The Chancel Choir will sing an
anthem, 'Living Water" at later service
with Kim Black as music director and
Joan Bowker as organist. Acolytes will
be Jessie Radke and Morgan
Blankenship,
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Timothy N. Huffman, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
services. The Rev. Jim Owens is
assistant pastor.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Betty Shepperson, interim
pastor, will speak about 'The Good
News in Good Friday' with scripture
from Numbers 20:14-20, 21:4-9 and
John 3:1-18 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Choir will sing an anthem, 'Beautiful
Saviour' with Pat Bombs as choir
director and organist. Assisting will be
Dr. David Shepperson, liturgist, and
Alfred and Jean Lindsey.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'Do Something' with "
scripture from I John 3. 18 at 10:30
a.m. service and about 'Saved Forever' with scripture from Romans
8:28-39 at 6 p.m. service. Tommy
Scott will direct the music with Patsy
Neale and Sharma Scott as accompanists. Special morning music will be
a solo by Tomy Scott, piano instrumental by Jon Gustafson, and
'Evangelism Medley' by Choir. Laurie
Austin will sing a solo at evening hour.
Hank Adams and John Youngerman
will be deacons of the week.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Who's In Charge Around
Here?' with scripture from Mark
12:1-12 at 9 a.m. service and about
'Not Far From the Kingdom' with
scripture from Mark 12:28-34 at 6 p.m.
service. Assisting will be Jerry Bolls,
Randy Young, Andy Rose, Jerry Ainley, Jimmy Allbritten, Ron McNutt,
Mike Morgan, Ted Howard, Wayne
Wilson, Ray Karraker, Dewayne Harper, Jim Ragsdale, Bill Nix and Logan
Dodd II.
First Baptist
Or, Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Steve Littlefield will direct the
music with Margaret Wilkins and Janet
Finch as interim accoMpanists. The
Sanctuary Choir will sing "Written In
Red' and Mr. Littlefield will sing a solo,
'Would I Know You' at morning hour.
At evening hour Praise will sing 'I Will
Serve the Lord Ron Wright will be
deacon of the week
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Elm Grove Baptist
The David Brasher, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 645 p.M. services. Music will be directed by Donald
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
Burkeen as accompanists.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Tim Adcock, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. ser-

vices Music will be directed by Gene
Orr Miller with Oneida White and
Roger Hutson as accompanists
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev Jim Alford, pastor, will
speak about 'Present Reality —
Future Hope' with scripture from John
11:1.45 at 10 45 am. service Doug
Grafton will direct the music with Tommy Gaines as accompanist Assisting
will be Kidded and Ethel Mae Paschall, Darren Clark and Mitch Jackson
Acolytes will be Holly Barnes and
Michelle Doron.
Grace Baptist
The Rev Robert N. Johnson, pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 am and
6 p m. services. Kevin Rudicil will
direct the music with Dwane Jones
and Susan Jones as accompanists
Special music will be by Terry Oatman
at 8 30 and Ryker Wilson at 11 Howard McNeely will be deacon of the
week
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain, pastor,
present the 10th in a series of lessons
on 'The Revelation of the Word' with
emphasis on Daniel's Prophecies in 10
a m. preaching/teaching session.
Evangelistic service will begin at 6
pm.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 am and 8 p m Sunday
with Fr. Peter E. Hughes, pastor,
officiating.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak about 'Missed Moments' with
scripture from Jeremiah 46:17 and
Luke 13:22-30 at 11 am. service.
Assisting will be Joe Lawrence. lay
assistant, Jamie Miller and Lora Sexton, acolytes, Mona Lewis, song director, Pat Brunn and Donna Parker,
musicians, and Kathryn Ray, Children's Church.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
as accompanists.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10.30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second
Wednesday.
New Life Christian Center
The Rev Mark Welch and the Rev
Karen Welch, pastors, will direct the
11 a.m. services.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev, Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m. services. W.A Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
will speak at 11 am. service. Rex
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy
Wilson as pianist. Beverly Wilford will

direct children's church
Murray Church of God
The Rev William T Geary. new
pastor, will speak at 10 a m. service
Marie Liplord will direct the music with
Danny McGrew as pianist.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev Parvin Hall. pastor, will
speak at 245 p m service
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m services
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service. Mary Conner
will direct the music with Faye Childress as pianist.
Emmanuel Baptist
Services will be at 11 a m. and 6 30
p m services Ernest Hendricks will
direct the song service with Carolyn
Allbritton and Jane Buchanan as
accompanists
Liberty Cumberland
The Rev Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services

St. John's Episcopal
The Right Rev. David B Reed will
make his annual pastoral visit and will
confirm 10 persons at 10.30 am liturgy. There will be no 8 a.m service To
be confirmed are Kylie Johnson, Trey
Miller, Robert Allen, Virginia Thomson.
Helena Lotz, Gwendola Healey and
Dana Armstrong of Murray and Karen
Heise. Stephen Walker and Bonnie
Johnson of St Peter's Church,
Gilbertsville
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev Fred Vaughn will speak at
10.45 am service.
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Jack Miller will direct the music with
Patty Harris as pianist. Karen Kelso
will have children's church.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will speak
about 'Love Is Rejected' with scripture
from John 1022-42 at 10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will sing 'Love
Is The Theme' with Lee Kern as choir
director and organist Ann McKeel will
sing a solo, 'Via Dolorosa'Assisting
will be Darrel McFerron. Andrea
Woods, George and Karen Chapman,
Howard Titsworth, David Poynor, Jo
Crass, Ray Slater, Roxana Slater, Billie Burton, Gary White, Nannette Durham, Charmaine Lamb. Scott Marvin,
William Hobbs and Jay Zirbel
Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m service Diana
Tatlock will direct the music with Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
accompanists
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bobby Manning will direct the music

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. A Pessimist is a man who looks both ways on a one way street.
2. The more you pray for other people and the less you pray for
yourself, the better things go.
3. Preachers are tender because they arc always in hot water.
4. A mouth will never run unless it has an ear to dump in.
5. All people smile in the same language.
6. God always gives his best to those who leave the choice to
him.
7. What lies behind us and what lies before us arc tiny matters
compared to what lies within us.

with Marge West and Mary Geunn as
accompanists
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor.
will speak at 930 a.m. service Judy
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawford will be in charge of children's
church
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 7 p.m. services
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
speak at 9 a m service with Samantha
Hall as song leader and Dean Stephenson as pianist
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor,
willspeak at 11 a m and 6 p.m. services Cecil Glass will be music director with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
Forrest as accompanists
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev Lee Gamblin. pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m service. Janne Hopkins will direct the music.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Randall Kuykendall, pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p.m.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Services

Temple Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
at 10 30 am and 6 pm services
Lighthouse Christian
Phillip Rogers, minister, will speak
at 11 am service.
Calvary Temple
The Rev Leonard Clayburn. pastor.
will speak at II am and 6 30 pm
services
Locust Grove
Church of Nazarene
The Rev Ercel Carter, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and .530 p.m.
services
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev Charles Morphew, pastor
will speak at 9 30 am and 6 pm services. Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist.
Northside Baptist
The Rev Scott Bevins, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services
Jack Marvin is music director

Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9 45 a m service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p.m services.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
speak at II a.m. service with Patricia
Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. David Parker. pastor, will
speak at 1 1 a m. service The Choir
will sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Ronnie McPherson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 645 p.m.
services. Tilghman Barrow and Joe
Dale Curd will direct the music with
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson as
accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service.
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
about 'The One Body' at 1050 a m
service. The 6 p.m. service will be
devoted to answering Bible questsions. Song leader will be Ray
Cummings
Salem Baptist
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p m. services. Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Shirley Lamb
as accompanists.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Jerry Henley, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m services.
Dwayne Barrow will direct the music
with Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb
as accompanists.
Oak Grove Baptist
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall will
speak at 11 am. service Jimmy Key
will direct the song service with Jennifer Downey as pianist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 8-30 and 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Mark Hardison will direct the

speak at 11 a m service
Victory Baptist
The Rev Steve Todd, pastor, will
speak at It am and 6 p m services
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
The Rev Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 5 p m. services
Union Grove Church of Christ
Henry Hargis, minister, will speak at
11 a m and 6 p m. services
Dealer Holiness
The Rev. Elijah Balenune, pastor.
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p rn
Services

Hazel Church of Christ
Jeff Frame, minister, will speak at
10.50 am and 6 pm services
Highway 80 Church of God
The Rev Allan Stokes, senior pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p.m
services.

Worship With Us
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Transportation Available - Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

MUSIC.

Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist.
Trinity Christian
The Rev. D R. Ballow, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m. services.
Dexter Baptist
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Alliance Bible
Kerry Lambert, pastor, will speak on
'Two Views of Forgiveness' with scripture form Luke 736-50 at 10 a.m.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. James E. Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Higher Praise
The Rev. E.F. Clare, pastor, will
speak at 10 30 a.m and 6 p.m.
services

Your Invitation to Hear...

OF
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA

\VAL-MART

Ledbetter Baptist
The Rev R J Burpoe, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p m services
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
and Gertie Sheppard, pianist
Faith Apostolic
The Rev Dwight Wyant, pastor, will

SerVICOS.

CALVIN WARPULA
We are pleased to announce that Ola Mae
Roberts, bride-elect of
Richard Dycus, has
made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal
registry.
Ola Mae and Richard
will be married March
28, 1993.

Bethany Baptist
The Rev David Cunningham. pastor, will speaker 11 am and 6 p m
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1991 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Maroon/Silver, local trade-in, loaded.
#9312

LINCOLN

NOW $13,895

WAS $15,395

r

FORD

MEM

I
—UPARKER

RD LINCOLN -

Marl

Speak On The Theme:

'The Gospel Of Christ
In Our Lives Today"
Sunday, March 14, 1993
9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Monday, March 15 thru
Wednesday March 17, 1993
7:00 p.m.

University
Church of Christ

1990 Chevrolet Extension Cab
Silverado
Blue/Silver, loaded, extra clean, local
trade-in. #6661

WAS $13,995
"You

nom
IMMO

NOW $125875

Will Be Satisfied."

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St_

Murray. KY

(502)753-5273

SEC TOURNAMENT

Ole Miss, Vols pull stunning upsets
Florida (16-11) was considered on the bubble while
Auburn (15-11) was making a strong stretch drive in winning five of its last six games going into the tourney.
"I'm less than optimistic," Florida coach Lon Kruger
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The Southeastern Conference was
hoping that a few upsets in tournament play this week said of his te.41111 receiving an NCAA bid. "It (the loss)
would strengthen its chances of landing more teams in the doesn't help."
Kevin Watkins hit two 3-pointers and a layup in the
NCAA field.
Unfortunately, the surprises came in the first round of final minutes to spark Mississippi (10-17).
"We wanted to tome out and play hard and put two
the SEC tourney on Thursday as NCAA hopefuls Florida
halves together," said Watkins, who finished with 19
and Auburn went down to costly defeats.
Mississippi, which lost 94-47 to Florida four weeks ago, points. "We came out and got all over Florida early."
stunned the Gators 67-62 while Tennessee defeated
Watkins scored an uncontested layup off a pass from
Auburn 78-76. The other opening-round games went as Edmond Fitzgerald with 21 seconds left to give Mississippi
expected with Georgia beating Mississippi State 87-56 and a 65-62 lead. Florida's Craig Brown missed two 3-point
Alabama edging South Carolina 86-79.
shots in the final seconds.
Joe Harvell contributed 18 points and Juha Luthanen had
In today's quarterfinals, top-seeded Vanderbilt meets
Alabama and Arkansas faces Georgia in the afternoon ses- 14 for Mississippi, which hit 24 of 46 shots for 52.2
sion, and Mississippi meets Louisiana State and Tennessee percent.
Stacey Poole topped Florida with 21 points while
takes on Kentucky in the evening.

DeClercq added 15. The Gators made only 23 of 66 shots
for 34.8 percent.
Allan Houston scored 25 points and freshman Steve
Hamer had 20 points and 14 rebounds as Tennessee ended
Auburn's NCAA hopes.
"I really felt Tennessee may have wanted to win this
basketball game more than we did," said Auburn coach
Tommy Joe Eagles. "They worked the glass really hard
and that bothered us. The game hinged on second-chance
points."
Wesley Person, who led Auburn with 25 points, had a
chance to tie the game when he went to the foul line for a
1-and-1 with 19 seconds remaining and Tennessee (13-16)
ahead 75-73. But he missed his first attempt.
Auburn got the rebound and Person wound up with the
ball again from 3-point range. He had made a similar shot
to beat No. 14 Arkansas last Saturday, but this time his

Flash end Lady Card
ride with 57-55 upset
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ladgsr & Tiros. Sport* Editor

Mayfield,' conqueror of Marshall County in the Fourth District Tournament and latest regional favorite, joined the list of
First Region girls' basketball
casualties Thursday night to the
last team on earth that figured to
beat them.
Back in December, Lone Oak
was limping along in the midst of
a horrible season. The low point
came in their fifth game when
Mayfield put a 62-18 whipping
on them.
"1 told the girls tonight that if
they (Mayfield) score 61 and we
score 19 we've had a good year,"
Lone Oak head coach Larry Hopper said after Thursday's rematch
with Mayfield in the regional
tournament.
Led by Melanie Sims' careerhigh 31 points, the Lady Flash
eliminated Mayfield 57-55 in the
third first-round game of the First
Region Girls' Basketball Tourna-

Lone Oak 57, Mayfield 55
LONE OAK
HAYFIELD

15 31 40 — 57
10 31 48 — S5
Lem Oak (1444)
Jonas 2. SI= 31. Kfillot 4. Hudu 8, Sluts 12
TOTALS FG 25-52 3-Pcint 2 FT 5-11
55(1116141 (20-9)
Pomba 16, Brooks 4. WIman 6. Mamma 21. Hendon
2. Ober 4, Parro6 2 TOTALS FG 20-61 3-Pou 3
FT 12-15

ment at Murray States Racer
Arena.
Hopper, whose team won 11 of
12 late in the season, said that the
earlier 44-point loss was a motivational factor.
"We've had it posted," the
coach explained of the December
blowout. "It's been enlarged and
blown up into a two-foot by
three-foot poster. It's been in our
dressing room all year long."
With her performance, Sims
joined the ranks of "Junior
Gems" in the First Region.
Valerie Shelton of Calloway
County, Bobbi Coltharp of
Graves County, Misty Picrceall
of Mayfield and Melissa Spears

Calloway takes No. 1 seat
By STEVE PARKER

DANIEL T

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Two weeks ago, the Lady Lakers hoped to get into the girls'
First Region Tournament and quietly make their mark. However,
with each passing day, Calloway County gets louder and louder.
• With plenty of help, the Lady Lakers have moved up to the favorite role in this week's regional tournament at Murray State thanks
to a series of upsets.
"Well, I guess if you go by the rankings we have to (be the favorite)." Calloway head coach Peter O'Rourke reluctantly admitted.
"But if you go by reality, nobody has given us much credit all
year."
For a recap: Mayfield toppled Marshall County from the top
perch in the first round of the Fourth District Tournament last
week. Mayfield moved ahead of Graves County in the regional

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Steve
Newton appeared to have no
regrets after his final game as
South Carolina coach.
"I feel very positive the way
the team improved," Newton
said after his team was eliminated from the Southeastern
Conference tournament with an
86-79 loss to Alabama in the
first round Thursday. "They
played to their full potential at
the end of the season."
Newton had announced previously that he would step
down at the end of the season
and accept an administrative
position because of rules violations during his two-year
tenure.
The Gamecocks (9-18)
fumbled away any chance to
extend Newton's coaching
career, committing three costly
turnovers in the final two
minutes. Alabama (16-11) sealed the victory at the foul line,
..hitting its last six attempts.
Ironically, the Crimson Tide
sealed the victory at a place that
gave them trouble most of the
game. Despite the late surge,
they made only 12-of-24 free
throws overall. South Carolina
also struggled, missing its final
five attempts to finish at
14-of-26.
Alabama, which has been to
the finals of the SEC tournament the last four years and
won three, had trouble putting
away a team they beat by 17
points less than two weeks ago.
The Gamecocks never led in
the second half, but they did tie
the game at 68 on Hall's two
free throws with 7:32 remaining. Alabama went ahead for
good on Marvin Orange's
3-pointer about a minute later.
For the game, Orange made
4-of-5 from 3-point range and
finished with 16 points.

Spears takes Hickman to semifinals
By STEVE PARKER

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

PARKER/Ledger 8, Times photo

Lone Oak's Melanie Sims, who led all scorers with 31 points, brings the ball up the floor in Thursday's upset of Mayfield in the First Region Tournament.

Newton falls
in final game
as USC coach

Melissa Spears, Hickman
County's do-everything power
forward, scored 13 of her gamehigh 21 points in the second half
as the Lady Falcons pulled away
and advanced in the First Region
Girls' Basketball Tournament
with a 54-42 win over Ballard
Memorial.
Hickman, now 18-10, will take
on Lone Oak in Monday night's
second girls' semifinal at 7:45 in

BALLARD

14 24 33 — 42
19 29 42 — 54
Ballard (15-12)
Stults 8, Cdoe 18 Fusin*, to, Potty 2. Straw 2.
Cool( 2 TOTALS FG 10-43 3-17cont 0-4 FT 45
51wItmAn (1810)
Rogers S. Spurs 21. POI 2. Shelton 6. Marin 12.
C1811( I Hamoc6 4 TOTALS FG 20-40 3-Poln1 0-2
FT 14-19

Racer Arena. Hickman's 12-point
victory was the largest margin of
the four girls' games played in
the regional tournament. The
three previous contests were
decided by two points.
Spears, a 5-9 junior, used her

power inside and soft shooting
touch outside to crush Ballard's
hope of an upset.
Ballard (15-12) trailed 29-24 at
half and then cut Hickman's lead
down to 34-30 early in the third
quarter before Spears went to
work.
Following a basket by teammate Leigh Ann Shelton to make
the score 36-30, Spears scored
six-straight points to the end the
third quarter and give the Lady
Falcons a 42-33 lead heading into
the fourth quarter.

Ballard climbed back to within
six behind leading scorer, Amber
Crice. Crice finished with 18
before fouling out with 1:31 to
play and her team trailing 50-42.
Hickman hit six of nine free
throws in the final 1:31 to seal
the victory.
Hickman was 20 of 40 from
the field and 14 of 19 from the
free throw line. Point guard Tanika Martin added 12 points for the
Lady Falcons.

• TURN TO PAGE 11

METRO TOURNAMENT

College basketball rests
before conference bashes
With just one exception,
mediocrity took center stage in
college basketball as several conference tournaments got underway with the dreaded play-in

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

games.
Only the Atlantic 10 conference held its title game Thursday
night. No. 20 Massachusetts beat
Temple 69-61 to gain an automatic NCAA berth for the second
straight year.,
Elsewhere it was grunge night
as lower-seeded teams played for
the chance to meet higher-seeded
teams today.
In non-tournament Top 25
games, No. 6 Arizona beat Southern Cal 87-76 and No. 18 Purdue
downed Penn State 57-49.
Massachusetts used a 16-0 run
in the second half to turn a 40-32
deficit into a 48-40 lead. Temple
was held scoreless for 6:50.
"We just outran them," Massachusetts coach John Calipari
said.

UNC-Charlotte has backs to wall
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
North Carolina-Charlotte can't
afford to lose a game in the
Metro Conference tournament.
Nobody realizes that more than
Jeff Mullins, the 49ers' coach.
"We have to win," said
Mullins, whose 14-12 team
faces Southern Mississippi in a
first-round game tonight. "We
know our goal is very clear-cut.
Our players know that. We
haven't tried to fool ourselves."
But Mullins said the 49crs,
who won last year's tournament, might not face as much
pressure this year.
"In some ways I felt like
there was more pressure on us
last year," he said. "Last year
we had won 19 games and 1

didn't feel like we were in. I
felt like we had to win two
rounds to get in, and that's after
a great season."
Last year North CarolinaCharlotte received an at-large
bid in the NCAA tournament.
But the 49crs' season ended
when they lost a first-round
game in the east regional to
Iowa State.
"This year we haven't had a
great season," Mullins said.
"We've had just an average to
fair season. This is our season
now so I feel like there should
be less pressure on us now."
Tulane (21-7) faces Virginia
Tech (9-17) in the first game at
noon EST today, followed by
Virginia Commonwealth (18-8)

and South Florida (8-18) at 2:30
EST.
On Saturday, top-seeded
Louisville (18-8) will play the
winner of North CarolinaCharlotte and Southern Mississippi (10-16), who play at 7
p.m. today.
No. 16 Louisville is looking
to win its first Metro tournament title since 1990, when the
Cardinals beat Southern Mississippi 83-80.
We haven't won the tournament in so long, everybody's
motivated," said the Cardinals'
('Iifford Rozier, the Metro's
player of the year. "We won
the conference, but we feel we
have to improve if we want to
conference
win
the

tournament."
Tulanc forward Anthony
Reed, who is averaging 15.8
points, said he wants to face
Louisville in Sunday's championship game. The No. 23
Green Wave split the regularseason games with the Cardinals, winning 62-60 at home
and losing 94-67 in Louisville
two weeks ago.
Although both teams will
likely play in the NCAA tournament, Reed said a first-round
loss in the Metro tournament
could be devastating for his
team.
"We feel like we have to win
the conference title to assure
ourselves a good seeding," he
said.
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—Replacement Windows
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Actions& Reactions
GOLF
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Fred Couples hit every green in regulation, missed only one fairway and was not even close to making a
bogey as he opened the Honda Classic with an 8-under-par 64 Phil
Blackmar and David Jackson shot 65s on the 7,069-yard Weston Hills
course. Fuzzy Zoeller, Gene Sauers and Andrew Magee opened with 66s
and Craig Parry, Billy Glasson, Bob Estes and Rick Daloos shot 67s.

FOOTBALL
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — Free-agent defensive end Reggie White
gave himself 10 days to choose a team that might offer him a four-year
contract. White. a perennial All.Pro with the Philadelphia Eagles, made
$1.625 million last year and reportedly is looking for $3 million to $4 million annually He spent the last two days talking to Green Bay Packers
officials.
FOXBORO, Mass.(AP) — Former Washington State quarterback Drew
Bledsoe and agent Leigh Steinberg met with New England Patriots management. The Patriots have the first pick in the upcoming draft and are
free to negotiate with potential top choices.
NEW YORK (AP) — Free-agent receiver Chris Burkett agreed to a twoyear contract with the New York Jets for $2 million. Burkett led the Jets
with 57 receptions last season

•Ole Miss, Vols...
FROM PAGE 10
shot bounced off the rim with 10
seconds remaining.
And now Tennessee takes aim
at Kentucky.
"We are looking forward to
the challenge, but it's just
another step for us," said Tennessee coach Wade Houston.
"We're looking to get into the
NCAA tournament and it's just
another game that we have to
win."
Mississippi State (13-16) is
already looking to next season
after losing in its first game for
the seventh consecutive year.
"Now we're going to get ready
for the future of our program,"
said Mississippi State coach
Richard Williams. "We're going
to get it fixed. We're going to get

it right."
Georgia (15-12), which
defeated Mississippi State 86-73
during the regular season, held a
55-31 advantage in rebounds and
scored 27 second-chance points
in winning its fourth straight
game.
And Georgia kept its NCAA
hopes alive.
"We've been really coming
together," said Georgia forward
Cleveland Jackson. "We're on a
mission. We stayed on the glass.
We want to let people know
Georgia is a very good team."
Arlando Bennett led Georgia
with 15 points, followed by Carlos Strong with 13 and Jackson
11.
Chuck Evans scored 18 points
to lead Mississippi State, which
lost six of its last seven games.

II Calloway takes...
FROM PAGE 10
ranking, and further secured their
place when Graves was beaten by
Calloway, which jumped to No. 2
with their first-round overtime
win over Graves.
Mayfield's upset loss to Lone
Oak last night left no one else to
consider the favorite but Calloway (19-8).
"We don't want to be favored
until after the regional tournament is over...if we've won it,"
O'Rourke said.

O'Rourke considers Hickman
County (18-10) a possible favorite, as well as Lone Oak (14-14)
after their impressive performance. Still, all could go for not
if Calloway stumbles against
Reidland on Monday night.
"It's tournament time and
everybody has a chance," the
Lady Laker coach said. "The only
thing we can do is play our best
possible game against Reidland
and see what happens."

111 Flash end...
FROM PAGE 10
of Hickman County already held
membership in the talented club,
but Sims joined in the most striking fashion.
The 5-7 shooter scored 19
points in the first half to give
Lone Oak confidence and control
of the game. But her last two
baskets were the game-winners.
With just over one minute left,
Sims hit a 12-footer to put Lone
Oak up 55-53. Mayfield went
back on top with :54 to play
before Sims found her spot
12-feet from the basket and gave
Lone Oak a 57-55 lead with :42
to play in the contest.
After a missed shot to tie by
Mayfield's Patricia Powers and
Sims' missed free throw with :16
left, Mayfield had a shot to tie or
win the game with less than 10
seconds to play.
Lady Cardinal freshman Casey
Hendon missed a 3-pointer from
the left wing with :05 left, but
Pierceall chased it down and
launched a three of her own with
:01 left. The buzzer sounded as
Pierceall's shot rattled off the
back of the rim.
"We were hoping to get a high
pick for Pierceall but she didn't
get the pick and they made her
give it (ball) up," Mayfield head
coach Lanny Lancaster explained.
"Hendon had a good shot, it just

didn't go down. They both got
good shots."
"I was glad they were shooting
those shots," Hopper said with
relief. "I was glad they were
shooting three-pointers because
Powers was hurting us inside."
Pierceall finished with 21
points for Mayfield (20-9) and
Powers, a senior forward, had 16.
Lone Oak will now meet Hickman County in the second girls'
semifinal on Monday night. Calloway takes on Reidland in the
first game at 6 p.m.
Pierceall almost ended the
game with a barrage of 3-pointers
in the third quarter. With 2:48 to
play, triple put Mayfield in control, 43-37. Later, Pierceall hit a
jumper and Powers connected on
one free throw to give Mayfield a
seemingly comfortable 48-40
lead going into the fourth.
Like they did all night, Lone
Oak hung around.
Baskets by Sims and Caroline
Steele, who had 12 for the Lady
Flash, cut Mayfield's lead to
48-44. Pierceall pushed Mayfield
back up 53-48 on a three-point
play with 4:33 remaining, but
Lone Oak outscored the Lady
Cards 7-0 the next three minutes
to take a 55-53 lead.
Missy Brooks tied the game
with :54 to play before Sims' two
scores in the final minute.

WOOD VCR
SERVICE CENTER
"Now in our 4th year of service in Calloway County"

Experienced in servicing over 45 brands of VCR's.
Over 6000 units serviced in the 4 state area.

FREE ESTIMATES
Rt, 1 Almo

753-0330
Now servicing Nintendo's!!!

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES
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Top rookie Nevin homers for Astros
LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) Phil Nevin, the top pick in last
June's amateur draft, hit a threerun homer with two outs in the
13th inning Thursday, giving the
Houston Astros a 7-4 vi,lory
over the Detroit Tigers.
Craig Biggio, who entered the
game hitting .091, went 4 for 4,
including a home run on the first
pitch of the game. He raised his
average to .333.
Rookie Bob Hurta held the
Tigers hitless over the final two
innings for the victory. Buddy
Groom pitched the final two
innings for Detroit.
Twins 8, Pirates 3
BRADENTON, Fla. (AP) —
Bert Blyleven, trying to make
Minnesota's staff and pursue his
goal of 300 victories, won his
second straight start.
Blyleven, 41, allowed two hits
in three scoreless innings, struck
out one and walked one. The
right-hander, who has 287 career
victories, has pitched five scoreless innings this spring. He is

among four pitchers competing
for two spots in the Twins'
rotation.
Pittsburgh center fielder Andy
Van Slykc missed his second
straight game with inflammation
in his right knee. Minnesota left
fielder Shane Mack left the game
in the second inning with a
bruised right shoulder and was
expected to miss three or four
days.
Dodgers 5, Braves 4
VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Mike Piazza pinch hit a two-run
single with one out in the ninth.
Ryan Klesco hit a two-run
homer and drove in three runs for
the Braves, who lost for the fifth
time in six games.
Los Angeles won its fourth
straight after opening the season
with three consecutive losses.
Rangers 5, Red Sox 2
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) —
Roger Clemens was tagged for
four runs and six hits ma three
innings in his second start of the

spring.
Clemens, who pitched three
scoreless innings in Saturday's
2-1 victory over Minnesota, got
in trouble when his first two batters, Doug Dascenzo and Gary
Redus, reached on errors by
shortstop John Valentin. Jose
Canseco singled in one run, and
another scored on a double play.
Gary Rcdus added two-run single
in the second.
Kevin Brown allowed a run
and five hits in four innings as
the Rangers won for the sixth
time in eight games.

walked George Brett intentionally, loading the bases with one out
and bringing up McReynolds.
Phillies 4, Cards 3
CLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) —
Kim Batiste singled twice,
including a bases-loaded hit in
the ninth inning.
Mahn runners were thrown
out at home plate in the sixth,
seventh and eighth innings. Still,
Philadelphia tied the score at 3-3
in the seventh off Steve Dixon on
Wes Chamberlain's RBI single.
St. Louis took a 3-0 lead off
Danny Jackson in the first on
Todd Zeile's RBI double, Brian
Jordan's run-scoring single and
Stan Royer's RBI groundout.

Royals 6, Indians 5
HAINES CITY, Fla. (AP) —
Steve Olin walked Kevin McReynolds on four pitches, forcing
home the winning run as Kansas
City won for the first time this
spring after losing its first six
exhibition games. The Royals lost
16 of their first 17 games at the
start of the 1992 season.
Brian McRae and Wally Joyner
had run-scoring hits as the Royals
tied the score at 5. Olin then

Expos 4, Mets 3
WEST PALM REACH, Fla.
(AP) — Archi Cianirocco drove
in two runs with a single and a
double.
Dwight Gooden, making his
second appearance of the spring,
allowed two runs and three hits in
three innings, struck out two and
walked Iwo.

< SCOREBOARD }
Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

That's

St

ate

Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

insurance."
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Ilieweetern Collegiate Conference
At Marty Square Arena
Inclianalsole
Fir•I Round
numbly, Mord, it
Buten 77, La Sale 70
Evened.. 69. Dayton 66
%rad, Ohlo 60. Loyola, II 50
Duquesne 59. Diboll Mercy 57
310,1118•111
Friday, March 12
%aret. 0060 06 04.4P801P• 7 p in
Butte on Fran.... 9 30 pm.
Chernpronship
Saturday, March 13
Seminal winners 530 p rn
Ilieseurf Valley Conference
Al Si Lome Arena
Louie
Fins Round
Saturday. March 6
lands State 73 Indiana Siete 66
Drake 63. Northern iows 59
Southern IMnois 63 Brehey 61
Southwest Alluoun Suds 72. Wichita St 57
Seinfleale
Smiley, March 7
Illinois Sills 60 Drake 59
Scuthern limos 76 Souihmist lAseoun Stale 68
Championship
Monday, Merch I
Southern Illnas 70 lends State 59
South...torn Conference
Ai Rupp Are,.
L esinst., Ky.
Firm Round
Thursday, Illerch it
Alabama 87 Suu.6 Carotins 79
George 87 kekestappi Si 56
Missiseppi 67. hood. 62
Tenn... 7$ Auburn 76
Quarterfinal.
Fridey, Mardi 12
Vandertsh vs Agitnima, 1 p01
Arkansas V6 Geurpia 3 15 p m
Louislana Stole vs liesesecd, 770 pin
Kentudiy vs Tann... 9 45 p at
Ileindinem
Saturday, Merck 13
Vand•rblit- Aiabarna SC vrinn•r ys LOUMisessappi sinner 1 pm
Arkansas—Georgia tanner on Ky —Tenn sinner,
315 pm
Demob:m*10p
Sunday March 14
Semifinal withers. I pm

Southerlies C•nference
Ai Rounien ARMS
Dale.
Fire Round
Fridey, Reich 12
kousion vs Team AIM I pm
Rico gs Texas 3 30 pin
Southern Methods* on TON.. Christian 7 p rn
Bayks vs Texas Tech 9 30 p rn

Cain's 2nd Annual

TRUCK SALE
Buy Any New Dodge Truck
In Stock —
And Get A Mopar Bedilner FREE!
Over 20 Trucks To Choose From
Even Hard To Find Club Cabs And
Duallys — Hurry For Best Selection

3stu8.ay, With 13
HousIon Texas AA M either vs fAcisTevas *inner,
p
SIALl-TCU Mime on f3aylor Texas Tactitginner, 7
Om
Championed
Sundey, March i 4
SIMPI8nal winners. 3 p in
Sun Belt Conference
Al Ilisemeed Case Coilesurn
Sims, 11.1
orpl Round
Fneley. Perch 5
Louisiana Tech 63 Jackeonntle 62
Ouarterlined
Bolunley, March $
Western Keniudly 78 Lamar 68
South Alabama 17. Southvoiseern Louisiana 78
New Orleans 63, Lot...lard Tech 52
Arkansas State 74. Arkansas-Lithe Roc* 60
3....Sin
funday, March 7
Western Kentucky 63, South Alabama 73
New Orleans 73 Shensi.. Sdie 59
Championship
Monday, Merck I
Western Kentucky 72. New Orleans 61

West Comet Conference
At Memorial Gym
San Francisco
Fire Round
Seturday, liferch 6
Sams Clara 79 Si Mary s Calif 68
Per6erdne 80 Loyola Maryrnounl 66
Gonr.qa 77, Poniard 57
San Franaeco 96 San Diego 93 OT

93 DAKOTA LE SWB PICKUP
39 Magnum V-8, 180 H.P.
5 Speed Manual
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Sliding Rear Window
AM/FM/Cassette
Light Group
Tachometer
Fold Down Armrest
Chrome Step Bumper
4800 Lb Towing Capacity
406937

List $12,818

$11 19977*
Plus
Free Bedllner
(A $29500 value)

Sunday, Mere, 7
Santa Clara 53 Gonteua 51
Oepperdine 641 San Franosoo 67
Championship
Monday, March $
Santa Clara 73 Papperckne 63

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

NOW OPEN

'Touch For Health"
Massage Therapies
(502) 753-7072
Treat yourself to the experience
of deep relaxation and all the
benefits of massage.
• Relieves muscle tension & stiffness
•Increases flexibility
• Stimulates cardiovascular system
•Helps move oxygen and nutrient rich blood
through the circulatory system
• Kids in digestion
• Accelerates many healing processes
• Can relieve headaches and eyestrain
• And above all massage feels good!!!
1400 A Hillwood
Murray, Ky.
(Behind Cain's Jeep)

(502) 753-7072

'93 DODGE RAM 150 LE LWB PICKUP
52 Magnum V-8 230 H P.
4 Speed Automatic
AM/FM/Cassette
Tilt/Cruise
Power Windows/Locks
Air Conditioning
Sliding Rear Window
235/75 Owl Tires
Cast Aluminum Wheels
Electric 6x9 Mirrors
Chrome 5000 Lb Cap Step Bumper
86843 or a5723

List $17,781

$13,899""
Plus
Free Bodin**,
(A $29500 Value)

'93 DODGE RAM 350 LE DUALLY
Cummins Turbo Diesel
5 Speed Manual 0 D
Anti-Spin Differential
7600 Lb. Rear Springs
Titt./Cruise
Power Windows/Locks
AM/FM/Cassette
Clearance Lights
FuN Size Spare Tire
ElectriC 6x9 Mirrors
Air Conditioning
Sliding Rem Window

Light Group
Chrome Step Bumper
85458
List $22,826

$19

59910**

Plus
Free Bedllner
(A $29500 Value)

'93 DODGE RAM 350 CLUB CAB LE
Cummins Turbo Diesel
H.D. 4 Speed Automatic
Anti-Spin Differential
Super Duty Trans ON Cooler
TilVCruise
Power Wind:on/Lucas
AM/FM/Cassette
Sliding Rear Window
Light Group
Chrome Step Bumper

*9108

$2375820**
List $26,422

I
Plus
Free Sedans,
(A $295.00 Value)

ittkieTax, Orcesses Fes 126. TVs Lkeree.
Deets. Retains Faswory Incentives I Any
—Include. $600 Deep Truce Morse ECSy

Cain's
"a
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 7534448

Income Tax

MSU workshops set for
industry, business techniques

Hy Appointment Only

41.•

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

1..1'•• '

Call Tony Page
at 753-8107

vA
r
,
t
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We are pleased to announce that Rachelle
Lee Bandarra, brideelect ofJon Deuille Tate,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Rachelle and Jon will
be married March 28,
1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

The College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State University has planned a series of
workshops in March to assist regional industry and business with
professional presentation techniques.
On March 19, a four-hour seminar tided "Briefing Techniques for
Industry" will provide managers,
supervisors, and employees with
techniques and tips for focused
presentations to small groups. This
seminar will help participants to
plan, organize, and conduct short
information and decision briefings.
"As more industries develop team
concepts and restructure middle
management, there is an increasing
need for employees to present their
ideas to co-workers in an organized
and effective manner," says Jim
Vaughan, assistant dean in the College of Industry and Technology.
He explains that this seminar is
designed to equip participants with
skills to determine the requirements

BOG MARKET
rederal-able lebrtet Nee, Service Wed. 12, 151
Iteebety Punier Arse Meg Merket Report hecledes 3
Mules antler SAWS= Act 51,EA 1541 Dorreers
Glib Andy le 13 leslaer $awa demi, Lell Weber
$44.1444.75
Ul 1-3 1131.14141 a.
$41.04-43-51
Ul 1-3 314143• a..
$43.54-44.44
US 34 251.54 be
143-54-43-54
101 1-4 M#771 be.
tem
331.44-32.44
LIS 1-1 351.3113 a..
125.I6-13.1114
LA 1-3 1413-411 lba
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/5511-411541
55 1-3 533 eed •go
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3.3 343.-le• a.
Imre
451.4527.33

Obituaries
Mrs. Elith Philyaw

for a bnefing, analyze the audience,
organize the setting, prepare visual
aids, and make an effective presentation.
Each participant will receive a
70-page text as part of the $50
registration fee. The workshop will
be held in the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
On March 20, the Department of
Graphics Arts Technology will conduct an eight-hour seminar titled
"Introduction to Electronic Imaging/Desktop Publishing."
The
workshop will introduce desktop
publishing, and review the capabilities of such a system. It will also
demonstrate useful peripheral electronic imaging devices that can be
used in conjunction with desktop
publishing.
While this workshop will be
limited to the Macintosh computer
using Word and Pagcmaker software, participants will also learn
basic concepts which carry over to
PC computers with Windows. Four
hours of the workshop will be
devoted to hands-on activities.
There will be a $125 registration
fee.
Preregistration is required for
each seminar. Tuition adjustments
are available for groups of three or
more. For more information contact
Jim Vaughan, assistant dean, College of Industry and Technology,
Murray State University, 1 Murray
Si, Murray, Ky., 42071-3307; or
call (502) 762-6896.

Mrs. Elith Philyaw, 70, Henry,
Tenn., died Thursday at 12:30
p.m. at Madison County Hospital,
Jackson, Tenn.
She was married Nov. 1, 1944,
to Clell Eugene Philyaw who
died April 12, 1980. She was a
member of Henry Church of
Christ.
Born April 1, 1922, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was the daughter

of the late Tom Gibson and Ella
Grooms Gibson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Joyce Warner,
Ortonvile, Mich.; one son, Thomas L. Philyaw, Montgomery,
Ala.; one sister. Mrs. Modena
Thornton, Franklin, Tenn.: three
brothers, James Gibson, Paris,
Tenn., and Howard Gibson and
Brooks Gibson, Hazel; seven

Laurence (Larry) Stone
Final rites for Laurence (Larry)
Stone are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Tucker Funeral Home,
Central City.
Burial will follow in Rose Hill
Cemetery there.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be to
Muhlenberg County-Western
Kentucky University Alumni
Chapter, P.O. Box 549, Central
City, Ky. 42330, or the Central
City Public Library, 108 E. Broad
Si, Central City.
Mr. Stone, 78, former
publisher and editor of the TimeArgus, Central City, died Tues-

day at Muhlenberg Community
Hospital, Central City.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Juliette Magee Stone; four
sons, Larry Stone Jr., Rancho
Palos Verdes, Calif., Lee D.
Stone, Malibu, Calif., Joseph S.
Stone, Mendocino, Calif., and
Mark S. Stone, Central City; one
sister, Mrs. Laura Davidson, Fairdale; two stepsons, Michael
Magee, Frankfort, and Gross
Magee, Murray; one stepdaughter, Ava Siener, Paducah; four
three
grandchildren;
stepgrandchildren.
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REOPENING!
Friday, March 12th

tvir •

Alvis Jones (left), president of Murray Lions Club, donates $500
to Murray Chief of Police Larry Elkins and D.A.R.E. Officer Sgt.
Melodie Jones. Sgt. Jones presents the nationally recognized
D.A.R.E.(Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program to aH fifth
graders in both Murray Independent and Calloway County School
Systems. The Lions Club donation will be used to help purchase
tee shirts, certificates and awards for students completing the
D.A.R.E. program. For additional information concerning the
D.A.R.E. program or other drug resistance/education lectures,
contact Murray Police Department at 753-1621.
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Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Henderson booster club
drops plans for auction

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Owner: Sue Williams
436-5496

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
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1993 DODGE DYNASTY.

.6i6PEPPERS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

BREAKFAST BUFFET
Adults

$399

Seniors-60 & Over

Kids-5 & Under

Kids-10 & Under

ggc

vim

SATURDAYS: 7:00 A.M.-11:00 A.M.
SUNDAYS: 7:00 A.M.-11:00 A.M.

from a candidate, nor can it stage
a fund-raising event "starring" a
candidate," Russell explained in
a news release.
"Of course, candidates are
allowed to attend charitable functions like a school fall festival,
but they may not make charitable
contributions to the festival
unless a personal contribution
was made in previous years,"
Russell said.
"Our best advice is that, if you
are again making a personal gift,
that's legal under the law. But
make sure the money comes from
personal funds and not from campaign treasuries."

Group endorses single
payer system for health care
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
host of citizen and labor organizations on Thursday endorsed a
health-care system where the
government controls all payments
for care.
The so-called single payer system is similar to the governmentrun medical system in Canada,
which opponents have said
amounts to little more than
socialized medicine.
But representatives of the Kentucky Health Care Coalition,
which includes at least 42 other

organizations from the National
Organization of Women to Kentucky Building Trades, said a
single payer system is the only
way to ensure adequate health
care for everyone.
John Machnic, executive director of Citizen Action, said Gov.
Brereton Jones' plan to require
everyone to buy health insurance
also is biased against the poor.
Machnic said "Robin Hood
Jones" would take from the poor
and give to the wealthy insurance
companies.

208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.

IMUR

March 8-20
Charbroil Flair
Fighter

FREE BEVERAGE INCLUDED
Not lust another buffet . it's the brightest way to start your
weekend day Wake up to a variety of delightful, delectable
breakfast favorites. Freshly prepared, hot, and delicious, our
Mac's Choice All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast Buffet will give you
another reason to love weekends.
107 North 12th St. - Murray
2224 Lona Oak Rd. - Paducah
1006 Cuba Rd.- lAayttald
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
The Henderson County High
School Booster Club dropped
plans for a March 19 fund-raiser
because it apparently conflicts
with new laws to clean up political corruption.
The club intended to auction
off the services of local candidates, or give them the option of
simply making a $30 contribution
to escape the servitude.
But George Russell, executive
director of the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance, said such
auctions are illegal.
Generally, a non-profit corporation cannot solicit contributions

grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at
1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. Norman Mathis will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Don Cate,
James Huffman, Jim McCain,
Jimmy Morgan, Irvin Shrader and
Bob Edwards. Burial will follow
in Hillcrest Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

James E.
I Redden
James E. Redden, 61, of 303
West Ninth St., Benton, died
Thursday at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
He served in in the Air Force
during the Korean War and was a
member of the American Legion.
He was the son of the late
Rueben and lb Mae Myers.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mattie Copeland Redden;
three sons, Bobby Dale Redden
and Douglas Edward Redden,
Gilbensville, and Jeffrey Scott
Redden, Benton; one brother,
Tommy Redden, Calvert City;
one grandchild, Christy Redden,
Gilbertsville.
The funeral will be Saturday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, The Rev.
Paul Belt will officiate.
Burial will follow in Haltom
Cemetery, Benton.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).
Invest ments Since- 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
-4836
DJIA Previous Close
Air Products
A T&
50/4 • '
,is
Bell South
Briggs 114 Stratton
65% - Pls
Dean Foods
26,/t • Vs
Exxon
- 3/4
Fisher Prke
Ford
- 1,/s
General Electric
- 1
General Motors
38 • Vs
Goodrich
49/4 • Ph
Goodyear
74% • 7/4
I B
- 11/4
Ingersoll Rand --.....-.-321/3 - s/a
• 1/2
K U
301/k unc
L G & E ----____.-383/4 - 1/4
McDonalds ------51 i/4 Pis
J.C. Penney _____.--&33/s • Ph
Peoples First* ___--- 32B 32'/2.4
Quaker Oats------- 66'/4 • 1
Schering•Plough-----.59i/4 • P/s
- '/4
353/s - 7/14

Time

Wal-Mart--------...32% • Ve

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
in this stock
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
AdditiOnal
Information
Available
Upon Request

40-4'

HILLIAID
LyoNs

Our Best Investment Is You,
1,1 145.5 IL lrem re • Weiler IfYSE se WC

EARN
6.40%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGE:S

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available. As LILA.

MC

ona d's
46,000 BTU • 8,000 series

753.4703
• 1 11 • I ir 11

L
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Public Sale
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For Trade
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receive sealed bids
for removal of
scrap metal from
site until Wednesday, March 17th,
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LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
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TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycle.
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck•
Campers
Boats & Motors

ALLIANCE

IA'ard Elkins
75 -173

AMR TRALEIR MATO* a Whit,
LIMANall.75

1993. Call Kenny
Reynolds
7538889 after 5 p.m.
for more informa-

SON

OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Unless still in School
College, their
family group hospital
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or

It
V.

0,0
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ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

Nodes

TI

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119.
1-800-649-3804.
NEED a hair cut perm
color, or tan? Call Hairworks or Golden Image
753-7455

insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable

VIP
Limousine Service
1-800-959-31190
1-818-734-0522
Pronto, Weddings & Bc
Bob Williams

rates. For free infor•
mation call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
'flee heel darn serTec-

n2s

Even though this man
is balding,
He still knows how to
handle his spalding.
Don't let him fool you
by being so sporty,
Because Roy McRendree has hit 40!
Call him & wish him forty more
(hairs & birthdays)

By Way of the
Grapevine
-

Antiques & Gifts

New spring wreaths & swags, Easter wreaths.
Cow,apple, watermelon & rabbit kitchen accessories. New shipment of Graniteware! Afghans,
Battenburg lace & lamps. Stoneware in green.
Coca Cola signs, napkins, dispensers & more.
Primitive furniture.
(Gut certificates A Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

ROUTE SALES!
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, wohtable frozen food
company that has been in business for over 40 years, is olung
for mature, personable and aggressrve salespeople who want
more out of Ile than a salary and are willing to work hard b
achieve SUODOS6
High income potential per yew You will be suppled with
everything you need to sued expenses to operate your
route and complete training
'Advancement Potential
'Profit Sharing
'Incentives
No lnvestrnent
insurance
You must be at least 21 years old and have a good driving/
employment record Now interviewing For an appointment, call
-800-336-75E8

An Equal Opportunity Employer Arn

280

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

Personals
CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service Free
information packet
1-800-829-3283

Help
Wanted
BIG Apple Cafe. Puryear
Tennessee Taking applications for part/full time female kitchen help
901-247-5798
CAREER Opportunity
Needed a jeweler appren[ice to work 1 or 2 days a
week
Learn
jewelry repair. No experience necessary Call
753-7695.
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm We are an
EUE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA
EARN $500 OR MORE
Weekly stuffing envelopes
Send long SASE to Cozzy
Home Shoppers PO Box
224 Dept M27, McKenzie,
Tn 38201

Part time or
Full-time checker

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farm• For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460 •

Homes For Sale

060

110
Help
Wanted

30(XXXXX30000000LX

DOLL ROUSE
CAFE

X

x
Exotic Dancers
Hwy. 79 Ess Pens, Tenn
X Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m-2 are A
X
901-64261297
X
XXX30000000EXMOOL

x

NURSERY attendant for
Sundays am work of 3 hrs
at First Presbyterian
Church to provide care for
infants to 5 yrs old Respond with resume to F PC,
1601 Main St. Murray, Ky or
call 753-6460
PARK Rangers, Game
wardens, security, mainte
mince. etc No exp necessary For info call (219)
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days

WENDY'S now hiring for all
shifts Previous restaurant
experience preferred
Apply in person between
2 4pm daily M F. Chestnut,
Murray
nrn
Domestic
II Childcare
WILL do house cleaning,
have references Call
474-2131 ask for Betty or
leave message, will call
back
WILL do house cleaning
reliable and experienced
Call Linda 759 9553

PAYROLL clerk, strong accounting background &
computer experience
necessary Knowledge of WILL stay with elderly, exall payroll tax returns filing. perienced, references
insurance, & workman's 753-4590 leave message
comp required Send resume to PO Box 1002,
090
Murray, Ky 42071
Position
Wanted
SOMEONE to pick up and
dispose of wooden skids on
a routine basis Must provide own transportation If
interested
call
502-767-1220

Home Care
Giver

References
Call 437-4897 Days
Ask For Judith

WANTED barmaids waitresses. dancers $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe.
Paris, TN 642-4297
6pm-2am
SEWING jobs wanted, in
eluding formal wear
753 1061

NOW HIRING
Sewing
Operators
& Inspectors
No experience
necessary.
Will train.
Please apply
at main office
325 West
Waters St.
Mayfield
MARY NELL
INDUSTRY

ton
•

Business
Opportuntly

MEDICAL billing Do elecronic medical insurance
claims processing from
home or office-part time or
full time company training,
initial capital required
$6998 plus PC Advertised
in Time, Newsweek, Sports
Illustrated, Nations Business, Financial World. Kipplinger, Money, Fortune,
US News For more information by mail Call (803)
720-7340)24 hours)7 days
a week

America's Second Car

UgluDuckling
LAGERCEMa'

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Fedetal Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray. Ky
"Our 29tt year of service"

1

FULL time bookkeeping
position Salary plus benefits Apply in person Purdom Motors. 1300 121 bypass. Murray
HOUSE INSPECTORS No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly Will train Call (219)
769-6649 Ed H239 8am to
8pm 7 days
NOW hiring all positions
Mainly night shift Also he
ing management trainees
Apply in person at Shoney's Restaurant between
2pm-4pm Mon-Thurs Ask
for Steve Lamb.

Deli
Cook needed!
Apply in person
Owens Food
Market
Experienced

Franklin College
Truck Driving
School
-Be ice ready in 3 weeks
-Typcal first year income of $25,000
'Job placement
-Local training
-Financing available
-Flexible schedules
-Individual attention
-Pre-hire oppodunibes

502-6997
1-800-995-5832
218 N. 5th St.
Paducah, Ky.
120
Computers
NEW letter quality cobo
printer 753 7001
110
For Sate
Or Trade
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
ish Fred Gardner Murray
Bait Co 753 5693
NUMBER 1 Jap seed 1125
lbs, purity 98 5%, Germ
90%, 80/lb
Nights
435 4477
TWO 220 volt air conditioners 1 Kenmore 15.000
BTU 3 yrs old 1 Carrier.
14,300 BTU, 10 yrs old Sell
or trade for riding mower
759 9738 after 5pm
WILL trade fire cured tobacco base for air awed
tobacco base or burley
pounds Call Shea Sykes
753 8251
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
ANTIQUES used furniture,
quilts, glassware
753 3907 or 753 5852

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

CASH paid for non working
VCRs Call 437-4159

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or- Monthly Rates

3BR, 2 bath in or within 4
miles of Murray No realtor
calls please
Call
753-5211
15n
&itches
For Sale

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south Si Sp Hare Road right on Se Hs* Road 1.4 ..100
OK.. 10 1.11

Milt IC

753-0466

NON.P001-11 OFIGANIATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

COUPON
eck Cleaning
ANJ Lubrication
Adjustment

488

(Noe Goal VIIM Comm
ten 131,131

• Chun Video heads and heed wheel
'Clean audio-control vack end full erase heads
• Clew and lube lowing sides, capuo and el
rollers, guides end spindles
• Adpist ace head assembly If needed
• Chredi belts, motors and controls

WARD-ELKINS
Court Sg_uart Murray

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121. Murray 753-6981
SPA, 5
person,
6'7-x610-x35', 2hp pump
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old $2950 Call
753 3488

Horne
Furnishings
4 PIECE Benchcraft sec
Serial couch with recliner &
hide a bed, one year old,
taupe with mauve and blue
$750 753-8116 or
753-6882 ask for Debbie
COUCH, 3 chairs, 3 pic
lures, 2 lamps 753-4454

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

(Doors open Si 6-00
EXPERIENCED printing
personel wanted Innovative printing & graphics
753-8802

'GROCERY Bills Too
High?' This will help 50
ways to use your leftovers
Send $5.00 to Smart Cooking, P o Box 187. Ledbet
ter, KY 42058

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Locations Coast to Coast

Articles
For Sale

Instruction

SEARCHING, for energe
Sc. up beat person with
professional appearance
for accounts manager trainee Sales and delivery included Apply in person,
Colortyme 408 N 12th St,
Murray

needed. Exp.
preferred but not
necessary.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040B
Murray, Ky.
42271

.lAke Property

340

NH Ill II tNINSE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Homo Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sowing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

270...Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Help
Wanted

x

REAL Es 1.51 FSALES

Mobile Homes For Rent

060

Nodes

,40.4.:Nount7
low
erstoesore
virni...1101.41111111 e7:X:

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

020

020
Notice

120
230
250
290
530

MUST sell 2 beautiful cane
back arm chairs, upholes
ter seats, perfect condition
Best offer 436-5400
WATERBED
end tables
753-1221

dinette set
After 5pm

1109 Pogue Ave.
758-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Ap
tillances, and Aesc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nmtenclo

COUNTY style blue sofa,
very good condition $125.
Electric chain saw $25
435-4043
FOR sale mulch Open
Monday Friday. noon on
Saturday McKnight and
Son Sawmill. 753-5305
GILSON riding lawn
mower Excellent condition
753-2711
SPECIAL Sale Gore ten
hunting boots $69.95
Jerry's Sporting Goods.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704

$500 Column loch
Display Ads
40% Dtwount 2nd Rare
60% Dtwount 3rd Rua
(All 3 Ado Nun Run Within 6 Dey Penod
11 75 per column inch sears fw 'Nodes httop
pins Guide)

Reader Ads:
251 per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 50 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

270

270

Mobile
Homes For Bale

Mobil.
homes For Salo

1992 FLEETWOOD 16030
3br. 2 bath 753 5976 Or
436-2181 after 5pm

WHY pay rent? with ap
proved credit & 10% down
you can own your Dream
Home or you may quality
for 5% down & own one of
these homes for less than
you now pay rent 1993
28x48 doublewide. 3br. 2
baths, over 1200 sq ft
$23,900 Payment less
than $235/mo 1993 16x80
Norris, top of the line with
fireplace, 20 ft side by side
refrigerator & more Pay
ment less than $225/mo
1993 14x70 3bt. 2 bath,
payment under $165rmo
1989 14x65, 2br, 2 bath.
payment under $145rmo
Lakeland °uglify Homes
Inc 641 North, Bentbn, Ky
527-5253.

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45E, Milan, TN New gov
ernment money available
for mobile home loans Bad
credit in the past but have
re-established we can help
you buy a new mobile
home Call toll free
1-800-282-3781 Credit ap
plicabon taken over the
phone
1991 16x80 MOBILE
home 3br, 2 bath, price
reduced Call 753 2538 after 5 30 pm
GIGANTIC inventory re
duchon sale' Large selec
bon of double wides, 14'
wides. 16' wides & used
homes greatly reduced for
this sale March 12, 13, &
14th Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79E
Paris, TN 1 800 642-4891
MOBILE home services
Electric phone & cable
Licensed & insured Galli
more Electric 759 1835

Roble
Homes For Rent
2 BR mobile home ir, dr
kitchen, full bath Available
immediately Located at
Highland Estates in Almo
Call anytime 759-4507
2BR, no pets. 753-9866

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001

n11.11
II 110111410MIN

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

nid1,11111'.111111

lox
Farm
Equipment
16FT hydrolic fold disc Ex
oellent condition 435-4472
after 8pm

INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
•Corporation

210
Firewood
AlA firewood service Pre
season lay-a-way sale
Seasoned oak $25/rick delivered 492-8254

ON
JERRY W. W
Certified Public Asatn
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-4153

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale, 753-9745
220
Rusks!
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
210

RATS OR MICE? Buy En
orcer Products Guaran
red' To kill rats & mice
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Con
ters North Side Shopping
Center
250
Business
Serric:es

KEN-TENN Investigations
owner J.8 Wilburn, specie
ATTENTION Geneaolig- tiring in criminal, civil,
ists Dukane film reader domestic and insurance in
$150 Canon personal co- vesbgations 14 years law
pier $425 Both in good enforcement experience
condition Call 753 4316 502-436-6099 Licensed in
any time These prices firm Kentucky and Tennessee

BOGARD trucking and excavating. inc We haul top
S011, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828

Display Ads

DIEUIA'S BARGAIN BIN

5 GALLON flat wall pain
$29 95 Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 So
4th

BLEM light truck ores 16"
and 165 $65 each plus
tax Warehouse Tires 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111
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Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers we requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one loco rrect inter.
tion. Any error should be reported
immediately ei corrections can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
SERVICES

. Farm Equrpment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed • Seed
MISCELIANEOUS

070

060

753-1916

FARMERS MARSE 1
190
370
390
400
550

AJILIMMEHIS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

010
020
026
030
040
050

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SERVICE WRITER
PEPPERS CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC-GEO, 2403 E. Wood St., Pans, TN. needs •
Service Writer. Experience in talking with the public,
and solving their service needs is a mug.
Peppers offers an excellent working environment where
good work is recognized. We offer a competitive salary
with commissions, vacations, employer paid health and
life insurance, employer paid uniforms, and an orporumity to grow with a growing dealership.
Apply in person to Mr. Frank Sluney,Service Manager,
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 51)0 p.m. Monday
thru Friday.

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Republic Builders Products, a West Tennessee
manufacturing company, is seeking an entry level
Staff Accountant. The candidate selected will have
a four year degree with • major in Accounting.
Previous Accounting experience, Lotus, arid
Wordperfect proficiency will be•plus. We offer a
competitive salary and excellent benefits. Send
resume and salary history to:
REPUBLIC BUILDERS PRODUCTS
ATTN: ACCOUNTING MANAGER
P.O. BOX 580
McKENZIE, TN 33201

270
Homes For Side
14x70 CLAYTON 2br. 2
bath on rented lot near
Kirksey 753-8311 or
489-2694
14x76 3BR, 2 bath mobile
home on Games, very nice
in S w section of county
Priced to sell Will also ac
cept vehicle, etc in trade
901-247-3374
FOR sale cheap, 2400
mobile home Needs some
repair Must move to settle
estate 753-9355 mornings, 753-2956 evenings
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

APPLIAN
CE PARTS
To Fit Most Major

8;si,
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
‘40tpolnt
Frvidaas
"
stpdv-GE
Sears

Amens

westingt.
""maytasi

oag1c cwo

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murra

7

713

••I

0
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
razift

Yobbo
Howe For ReM
2BR, water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE.
753 9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br.
eiOCITIC or gas Wallung distance to college 753-5209
SMALL 2br 10440 mobile
home Located in city limes
with all conveniences pri
vote lot $135/mo 8 $135
deposit Call 753-7953
inn
Business
Rentals
32ft x 50ft BUILDING to
automotive work Complete
with air compressor, gas
heat, 3 phase electrical service, 4 overhead doors and
large office 753-3018
4 CAR dean up shop, office, paved lot. air
753-4509
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
WALNUT Plaza, 104 N 5th
2000 sq ft, utilities furn753-8302 or
ished
753-9621
120
Arerta
ntts
One bedroom apt
furnished
nicely
near campus.

Call Owen
Food Market
753-4682
1BR apartment for rent
Hazel Apts., Hazel, Ky You
must be 62, handicapped
or disabled Rent based on
income Equal Housing Opportunity 527-8574 or
492-8721
1BR apartment $195/mo
Call 753-6716 after 4pm
1BR, low utilities. References & deposit required.
No pets. $185. 753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR, 1'4 bath townhouse,
central h/a. All appliances
and lawn maintance furnished Price reduced to
$435/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 14 bath brick duplex.
19118 Wiswell Rd.
753-5344.
2BR, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, central
gas heat & air, with garage,
wld hook-up. Northwood Dr
$475/mo.. 1 mo. deposit, 1
year lease. No pets.
753-2905.

Ea Lk/smock

HOUSING new MSU for up 1986 DELTA left horse/
otr 4 students Available for stock gooseneck trailer
Spring Semester Coleman 436 4646 or 753 3146
RE, 753-9898
REGISTERED Arabian hey
3 yrs old, excellent blood
IMMEDIATE occupancy line Ready to finish Shown
2br townhouse, all ap- successfully Other Arapliances plus washer & bians for sale 436 5867
dryer Screened porch, no leave message
pets $395/mo plus deposit
753 1266, 8am 5pm
Pets
MUR CAL Apartments now
a Sumas,
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments BEAUTIFUL Dalmation
Phone 759 4984 Equal puppies Male and females
Call(901)352-2416 after 5
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duplex with carport Central h/a, appliances furnished, washer/
dryer hook-up $375/mo. 1
year lease No pets
753-3116

BLU
Crowned Conure
$1
KXIler
" SOLD
HYS

DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming All breeds, all
sizes Southside Shopping
Center 759-1768

NEW 2br townhouse, all
appliances furnished, in- HAVE an obedient sale
cluding washer and dryer, dog for show or home
$450/mo plus deposit 1 Classes or private lessons
year lease Available im- Serving Murray for over
mediately. 753-4573.
12yrs 436-2858

PEG'S Dog Grooming
NOW taking applications
753-2915
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
4in
Southside Manor, 906
Public
Broad St Extended, beSale
tween 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
QUIET, spacious country
Irving. 2br duplex w/carport,
gas heat, large closets. 2 mi
out 94W, Gregory Drive
$350/mo plus lease 8 deposit. No pets. 753-7951
SHERRY Lane Estates
Apartments'Coming Soon2 bedroom apartments with
'all appliances furnished.
These are Very Nice Get
on our waiting list. Call
Coleman RE for details at
753-9898.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bedrooms, handicap acoessible. Equal Housing Opportunity. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit, lease,
no pets 113 S 13th St Call
753-3488
140

MOVING
SALE
1402 Hilhvood Dr.
Sat 3-13-93
7:30-T
New Zing Golf Guts RH,
furniture, t.v., Singer SEMmg machine, copy machine, computer printer,
battery powered riding
loop, truck, motorcycle,
swing set kits of toys
dotes, baby items.

MOVING
SALE
Sat, March 13
8 am.-?
Sherwood Forest Sub.
Comer of Alan-A-Dale
& Shen/rood Drho

Knick knacks, baby
clothes - sizes to 31,
baby items, toys, etc.
Some free items.
Rain or Shine
dui

2BR, 1 bath, stove & re
ngerator furnished, large
utility room No pets
$275/mo 753-2905

Real
Evade

FOR your real estate
needs, contact Wilson Re2BR furnished house alty at 302 So. 12th,
Wayne Wilson,
753-3263
$300/mo 1 br apt $145/mo.
nice, near MSU 753-6111 753-5086, broker; Pat Col9am-5pm 753-0606 after eman, 753-0818, associate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
28
5pm
RENTED
associate 8 auctioneer.
$32
3BR, 1 bath with central
Val- gas heat, stove and re- KOPPERUD REALTY,
Call frigerator furnished
Murrays largest real estate
Freshly decorated firm, offers a complete
range of Real Estate ser28R near MSU. Central $350/mo. 1 month depson.
vices with a wide selection
heat & air, available now. No pets 753-2905
of quality homes, all prices.
$300/mo, appliances &
or
753-1222
209
So
3BR,
2
bath
brick
lawn maintenance furn15th Deposit No pets 1-800-455-1222
ished. Embassy Apts.
753-4074
753-9898
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
APARTMENT in single FOR sale or lease. 3br. 2
price ranges. If
homes-all
family dwelling area. 2br, bath condominium, low utilities 753-3293 after 6pm you are thinking of sellingappliances, quiet area
contact one of our courtenear university. $325/mo.
ous and professional
Call 753-8096 or 753-2633.
ton
agents at 753-1222 or stop
For Rent
by office at 711 Main St.
FURNISHED apartments 1
Or Leese
or 2br No pets ZimmerOVERSIZED building lot, 2
man Apt , S 16th
miles east of Murray in
753-6609
CREEKVIEW Self-storage Maplewood Estate, city wawarehouses on Center ter 435-4422.
NEWLY redecorated 2 br
Drove behind Shoney's
duplex in Northwood with
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
extra large storage area
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
No pets
$400/mo
Jean
Bird Bel-Air Center.
FOR rent 40'x40' metal
753-3018
building See Carlos Black, 502 - 753 -SOLD,
NICE clean 2br duplex, Jr at Black's Decorating 1-800-369-5780.
central h/a, carpet through- Center 753-0839 or ROBERTS Realty: Calloout, stove, refrigerator. dis- 436-2935
way County's oldest and
hwasher In Northwood No
most reliable real estate
pets, available Mardi 15, NORTHWOOD storage agency. For all your real
$350/mo plus deposit
presently has units avail- estate needs call them to753-1953 daytime, able. 753-2905 for more day at 753-1651! Syca753-0870 nights
information
more and 12th St.

436-2000
Earnest Jennings heavy duty
electric wheelchair, new batteries. Spirit 3-Wheel scooter, a
wheel chair, cpap machine "for
sleep apenea", 3 home nebulizera, new generator,air sand blaster, 20 Wheel Horse garden tractor with 350 lb. loader, dual
wheels, weight box, 46" deck,
down pressure grater, snow
plow,46" deck, Heskavera chain
saw,John Deere chain saw. Roth
tiller, all wood kitchen table & 4
chairs, pots, pans, various items.
Leather tools,jig saw,6 ft. cable
satellite, 1978 28 ft. Pace Arrow
motor home.

Vans

BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 bath
home with view of the lake
Quality home built in 1990
Close to boat launch area
A must see! Professional
Real Estate 759-1591
days, 753-7955 nights
CHECK this out! 3br home
on 5 acres of land, full
basement, quiet private
area A fix it up for only
$39,000 Professional Real
Estate 759-1591 days,
753-7955 nights
CORNER of Chestnut &
North 5th St House to be
moved or torn down
759-4718 or 753-0833
SUPER location west of
Murray 2br, vinyl sided
home. LR, DR combination, large double garage
with workshop area. 3 ar
oes of land. Only $43,000
Better hurry Professional
Real Estate 759-1591
days, 753-7955 nights.

1974 GMC walk in van, 6 988 STERLINGS 16ft
cyl , 4 tip, with dual wheels, bass boat with 1987 Suzuki
good shape 474-0116
65hp, motorguide trolling
1987 PLYMOUTH Voya- motor, Hummingbird fish
ger, excellent condition, finder 2 live wells with
tinted windows, running timer, 2 new batteries, call
days 759-4522 nights
boards,sharp 489-2218
345-2345 ask for Greg
1989 CHEVY Astro van CS
1990 RANGER 365V,
$6950 753-9585
175hp Johnson GT,
1991 FORD Aerostar van, loaded, like new condition
very good condition, p/w. 753-7930
WI, new tires, 48,000 miles,
28FT Hares flat boat 90hp
$12,500 obo 753-3711
Evinrude, new deck & carVACATION in comfort
pet 7513742 after 5pm
1983 Chevy Conversion
van, V8, a/c, cassette,
95XXX, clean, reliable
Services
$3900 753-9371
Offered

EZI

Son

1993 BLASTER 4 wheeler
with many extras Must sell
soon! Call and make offer
489-2787 After 5 pm

Used
Trucks

1989 S-10 TAHOE Chevy
pick-up, sunroof, 43 V6,
$6300 obo 759-1004
1990 NISSIAN hard body
king cab. Clean, 5 sp manual, 49,XXX miles. $5200
firm. 435-4211, 753-8414
1991 NISSIAN 2 wheel dr
pickup $8000 492-8548

Lake
Property
KENTUCKY Lake beautifu
water front lot, almost level
restrictions, reduced to
$14,950. Must sell. terms.
759-1922
WILL TRADE Kentucky
lake lot, 120'x90', for late
model pickup 436-2261
isn
Forme
For Sale
115 ACRE farm southwes
of Murray. Call 498-8855
460

Homes
For Sal.
2BR brick home, large
yard, low utilities, dose to
IASU Immediate possession $41,000 753-5703
3BR brick, 1 bath, living
room, den, utility, one car
garage, fenced back yard.
$59.500 Call after 5pm
753-5917

Auto
Pads

Campers

DATSUN 8 Toyota 2 whee
& 4 wheel drive, transmis
sions 8 parts 474-0116.
490
Used
Cars
1979 TRANS Am front clip
doors, hood-sell for parts
489-2750
1983 BUICK Regal, 4dr
excellent condition
492-8723
1983 HONDA Prelude,
automatic, power sun roof.
489-2609
1984 LTD Crown Victoria,
auto, air, 65,XXX miles,
mint condition $2500
492-8446.

1991 Mustang
Convertible LX
OnI3 20,000 miles,
white & black,
loaded, extra nice.
Call 759-1928
nights or
713-0697 da3s.
1986 MONTE Carlo,
loaded, amem cassette,
good condition. 753-5503
1987 CH
brity $141

_ts

SOLD

Cele:

1987 DODGE Aries K St
Wgn, 117,000 miles, A-1
cond., new tires, $2200.
502-527-5253, after 600
527-3508.
1987 OLDS Delta Royale
Brm $4600 Call after 6pm
753-7499
1988 GRAND Am, good
condition. Call 437-4827.
1989 DODGE Aries $2495.
1988 Ford Escort LX,
36,XXX actual
miles
$2499. 1987 Chevrolet Cavalier $2799. 1987 Ford
Escort $1995. 1986 Olds
Calais $2795 1985 Chrysler LeBaron $1899. 1985
Dodge Omni $695 Sell,
sell, sell! Many to choose
from Neal Stark's Motor
Sales, Hardin, Ky.
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird
$5500 obo, very nice car
753-2860
1992 GMC Club Cab pick
up, loaded. 10,000 miles,
original owner $16,500
1990 Pont_ G.P 4c1r, LE,
loaded, 38,000 miles. original owner $9000 1985
Cust. van, Chevy. Chases,
nice $6000 1978 Chev.
Caprice, new condition.
Phone
$ 2500 .
502-753-4389
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
valor, 44xxx miles, am/fm
stereo, a/c, $5000
753-9240

CLASSIFIED

trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics, 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
A 1

1977 GMC Sprint 2 tone
blue, automatic, air, til
wheel $4750 seem seat
am/fm cassette 350 V8, ai
shocks, new tires. very nice
WILL OWNER FINANCE automobile Good condi2br brick house. 1 bath, tion Can be seen at Piggy
carport, well built home. Wiggly parking lot Call
Close to hospital 509-4 So 489-2695
6th 753-2339
1983 S10 4 WHEEL &rye
$2250 obo 753-7457
in
1988 FORD F250 XLT LarMotorcycles
iat extended cab, loaded
1983 CR 250R looks good 474-2796
uns excellent $600
1989 CHEVY 5-10 Blazer
753-4455 if no answe 4x4, excellent condition
leave message
$8000. 753-3687
1990 YAMAHA Y780 $800
Call 436-5598

Swims
Offered

Serolese
Offered

Services
Offered

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
Residential and commercial.9 yrs in Murray Free
estimates 753 9873

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 4918742

Boats
& Motors

510

Houses
For Rent

Estate Sale Starts March 7

Homes
For Sale

I Supplies

530

520

ion

1986 24' WILDERNESS
travel trailer. Fully self contained, full rear bed, 8 bath,
front kitchen, like new Mint
condition, used very little,
kept under carport. Call Saturday late. Sunday and
Monday days. $7500
901-232-8272

1 Hauling, BBB

Al Al town/country yard
mowing, landscaping, tree
trimming, tree removal,
light hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb,
436-2528 or 436-5744
Al, AL'S hauling. yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 759 9816, 753-0495
ALL around lawn service
mowing, trimming, hauling,
odd lobs, experienced Call
759-1041 or 437-4703
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
HADAWAY Construction'
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small. 436-2052.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electncal, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596

MOWING-Free estimates
Reasonable. reliable Tony
753-9100
MURRAY lawn mower au
thonzed repair service
Hopkins Repair Service
Hwy 962, Hardin 437-4835
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056.
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roots and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

K B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim. 753-0834.

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.

LAWN mowing service
Coleman Benefiel phone
759-4564

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

SURE WAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS Satellite, direct
cable, antennas, telephone, programing, sales,
service, installation Tim
Robertson 436-5682,
753-8060
VCR Doctor, home repair
service Mince malfunction
specialist Pay for only repairs No service charge
For details, call 437-4159, 7
days. anytime
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15,
most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri ,
753-0530
WANTED yards to mow
753-8908 early in morning
son
Free
Column
FREE 6 month old, full
blooded koct dog puppies
Good looking with good
background Call 436-2626
after 7pm or leave
message
FREE puppies '4 Bull dog
474-8125

Contract Bridge
Bidding Quiz

ing to do with Blackwood; it merely
invites partner to bid a slam if he has
maximum values for his opening bid.
What would you respond if part- If partner has 18 points, he will bid
six notrump,knowing that you have
ner opened the bidding with:
guaranteed 15 or 16 points by your
BACKHOE and Hauling
1. One diamond.
Service 753-1221 or
raise to four notrump. If he has 16
2. One spade.
B & B Broker's, Inc, Murray, 753-1537
points, he will pass, while if he has
3. One notrump.
Kentucky
phone
17 points, he can bid five notrump to
BACKHOE Service- ROY
4. Two notrump.
502-753-4389, your new
leave the final decision to you.
Septic system, driveAirstream Motorhome HILL
ways, hauling, foundations,
1. Two notrump. This is by far 4. Seven notrump or four clubs.
Dealer. For Sale: 1992
etc. 759-4664.
the best way to indicate both your If you play a range of 22 to 24 highAirstream Legacy 34'.
Loaded. 1993 Airstream BACKHOE SERVICE
balanced distribution and point card points for a two notrump openLegacy 30'. Loaded 1985 BRENT ALLEN septic tank count. Although your heart stopper ing and partner can always be trusted
Winnebago Itasca Wind- installation, repair, replace- is tenuous, two notrump is nonethe- to be in that range, you can bid seven
cruiser 28'. 1991 Cobra ment 759-1515
less a standout response because it notrump straightaway, since your
Mini Motorhome 27'. 7,000
describes your hand perfectly with combined point count can't be less
Plumbing
Repair
BOB'S
miles. New condition. 1983
than the 37 points required for a
Cozy Crzaft 21' mini motor- Service. All work guaran- one stroke of the brush.
2. Two clubs. Here, with game in grand slam. But if you play a slightly
home Raised roof. Yr ton teed 753-1134
Chevy. Chasm. 1977 GMC BRYON'S LAWN SER- spades a distinct possibility, you lower range of 21 to 22 points for an
motorhome. Mint. 198730' VICE Professional lawn should reject two notrump, despite opening two notrump, as many now
Airstream motorhome. care and maintance Free its accurate description of your dis- do, your best bet is four clubs Loaded Mint condition. estimates 753-4591
tribution and high-card values. The Gerber, asking for aces-since you
Night
number
could be off an ace. If partner shows
CARPET Binding and Fr- distinction between this case and the
502-753-5960.
three aces by responding with four
inging Enger Custom De- previous one is narrow, but neverBS, B Broker's, Inc, Murray, sign Carpets Free esti- theless real. Here your partner has notrump, you should bid seven
Kentucky
phone mates Dave and Lissa Go- opened the bidding in a major suit notrump next.
502-753-4389, your new dar, owners Day or night rather than a minor.
Note that a direct four notrump
Airstream Motorhome 753-7614.
Major suit games are much pre- response to two notrump would not
Dealer For Sale: 1992
be Blackwood,but would instead ask
Airstream Legacy 34'. CARPORTS for car arid ferred to notrump games, when both partner to evaluate his point count
Loaded 1993 Airstream trucks Special sizes for are viable, and it is therefore best to
purposes of reaching a small
Legacy 30'. Loaded 1985 motor homes, boats, RV's leave as much space as possible by for the
Winnebago Itasca Wind- and etc Excellent protec- making the temporizing response of slam, and he is permitted to passcertainly the last thing you would
cruiser 28'. 1991 Cobra tion, high quality, excellent two clubs.
Mini Motorhome 27'. 7,000 value Roy Hill, 759-4664
3. Four notrump.This has noth- want him to do,
miles. New condition 1983 CHIM Chlm Chimney
Tomorrow: A necessary assumption.
Cozy Crzaft 21' mini motor- Sweeps has 10% senior
home Raised roof. '4 ton citizen discounts We sell
Chevy. Chasis. 1977 GMC chimney caps and screens
motorhome Mint. 198730' 435-4191.
Airstream motorhome
COLSON'S Home Repair
Loaded. Mint condition
Night
number Remodeling, carpentry,
'The Income Tax Trofessumais"
painting and plumbing.
502-753-5960.
436 2575 after 5pm.
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • Fpaal • BOOKKEEPING
520
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Boats
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Homes, trailers, offices.
Motors
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
You have the following hand:

* K94 V Q82•A85.1(416

9-focige1 Noel & Associates

1986 1710 BASS Tracker
150 Mercury motor, radio
graphs, depth finder, trolling motor, metallic gray
silver. Call after 5:30pm
753-6510.
.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
(502) 753-6069
915 Coldwater Rd.
We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW. Refunds in 1 to 3
days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan. All fees can be
deducted from the loan.

436 5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754.

Cooso.‘444%.;.(44e,

getio/ti

044

Mulza4e.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORK/NG

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow "

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bohrod Bunny Broad)
753 50.0

753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Angel Adams - Plurrnacut

V.

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air condieoners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - pas & electric ranges

* 59 for frame & single vision lenses
or
* 579 for frame & bifocal lenses

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KalvInator-Emerson-Brown

'Frames from select group Certain restrictions apply
All meet credit cards accepted

'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.,

._

Summers failtical
Olympic Reza

753-7063
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Today in History
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Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce has voted
to establish Leadership Murray, a
community leadership program
designed to further the development of talents and energies of
Murray's present and future
leaders.
Murray High School Girls'
Varsity Cheerleaders took regional runner-up honors at Kentucky
Association of Pep Organizations
and Sponsors Contest at Marshall
County High School. Murray
cheerleaders are Diane Wilson,
Gail Farris, Kiki Karvounis, Kim
Greene, Greer Houston, Alicia
Nunnally, Bekah Brock, Emily
Apperson, Lindy Knight, Caroline Schoenfeldt and Kim Sykes.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hendricks, Feb. 28; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Byrn, March 2; and a

boy to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
Smith, March 5.
Twenty years ago

Pvt. James David Gargus is
serving with the U.S. Army Ranger Group in Frankfurt, Germany.
Hickman County beat Carlisle
County for championship of First
Regional High School Boys'
Basketball Tournament. James
Wells of Calloway County High
School was named to the AllRegional Tournament Team.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Thornton,
Feb. 25.
Mrs. Roberta Tarry of Murray
Art Guild has a showing of her
art works now at Calloway County Public Library.
Serving as officers of Theta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club are Mrs. Doris Nance, Mrs.
James C. Martin, Mrs. Lloyd
Jacks and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd.

Thirty years ago
Harold Wayne Lewis is serving
with United States Navy at a base
in Iceland.
The Letterman, vocal trio, will
present a concert here on March
13 at Murray State College Auditorium. This event will be sponsored by MSC Student
Organization.
The Rev. Henry McKenzie,
pastor of First Presbyterian
Church, spoke about "Beauty and
the Arts" at a meeting of Magazine Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Paducah Tilghman beat Fulton
City for the championship of the
First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament played at
Carr Health Building, Murray
State College.
Mrs. Jim Washer directed a
program on "If My People Pray"
at a meeting of WMS of Kirksey
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reader, and I am in complete agreement with your philosophy that any
suspected case of child abuse should
be reported to the proper authorities. I only wish I had had the
courage to act on it. But that was
before legislation was passed to protect those reporting suspected child
abuse — and I was a victim of the
system.
As a

young first-grade teacher. I
noticed there was one child in my
class who always came to school
improperly dressed and with bruises on her body. I'll call her "Tracy." I

tried numerous times to arrange a
conference with her parents, hut
had no success.
One day Tracy was waiting for
me at 7:30 a.m., even though school
started at 9:05 a.m. The temperature was about 10 degrees, and she
was wearing shorts, a T-shirt and
sandals. Her body was, once again,
bruised — but this time her face
was also bruised.
I went immediately to the principal, but he wasn't in yet. I tried my
best to make Tracy comfortable,
and when the principal finally
arrived, I told him my suspicions.

He said ill reported child abuse. I
would have to go to trial and testify
against Tracy's parents — so I
backed down. Abby, I have regretted that decision all my. life. I left teaching to raise a family,
but I have followed the progress of
some of my former students —
through honor roll achievements
and also through police reports.
Tracy became a runaway by age 11
— and she was later arrested at age
13 for prostitution. The year after I
failed to report Tracy's abuse, legislation was passed to protect those
who report problems.
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MOM! WAKE UP:COOE QUICK!
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LONE IS
NOTHING BUT A BIOCHEMICAL
REAC.T101'4 DESIGNED TO
4mAKE SURE OUR
GENES GET
PASSED ON

WHATEVER IT IS, ITS ALL
THAIS KEEPING ME FROM
STRANGLING vok) RIGHTNOW
,....and
/

Robert Mccuan, March 8.

If I could go back in time, I
would have "bucked the system,"
and done what-was right. But since
I cannot go back, I can only urge
people to report any case of suspected child abuse. You will not have to
go to trial and you will not have to
accuse anyone of anything. I pray
this letter helps another child.
A CONNECTICUT MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: If your letter causes just one person to
step forward on behalf of an
abused child, your efforts will
not have been in vain — and
perhaps it will soothe your conscience. The national toll-free
number, which is operated by
Childhelp USA/Iowa Foresters,

DEAR ABBY: I read your column in the Albuquerque Jotirrial, in
Albuquerque. N.M. I ant 12 years
old and have always been taught
not to judge people by their looks,
and it really bugs me what has been
making headlines in our newspapers about Hillary Clinton.
"Lose the hat" or, "She shouldn't
wear her hair up — it only emphasizes her round face."
I mean,come on! We've got more
important things to read about than
what these nits think. I sure hope
you print toy Letter._ Abby, and I
don't mind if you use my name.
AMBER JOHNS
DEAR AMBER: Thanks for
writing; your wisdom surpasses
that of many adults. Congratulations.
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Dr. Gott

CATHY

By Peter II. Gott. M.D.

'WE'VE CHANGED THE DATE TEN'S
TfMES, SPANNING FOUR SEASONS AND Six DECORATiNG
TRENDS, SwEETHEART,..

1

WE'OE CHAN&ED THE GUEST
LIST 35 TIMES, CAUSING
RIPPLE EFFECT CHANGES IN
THE CATERING, ENTERTAINMENT, CENTERPIECES AND
SEATING ARRANGEMENTS...

...MO NOW, WITH NINE DfNS
11) GO, YOUR MOTHER WANTS
ME ID CHANGE THE COLOR.
SCHEME ID MATCH THE
MOTHER-OF-111E-GRO0A1
CRESS SHE MIST FOUND??!

SHE'S ON HER FIRST \
MARRIAGE AND HER.
EIGHTY-THIRD WEDDINC!
..)
.

Jurassic calendars
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Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
field Sr. will be marriedStubblefor 50
years on March 15.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Edwards,
March 6; a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Louis C. Ryan, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Roberts, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James English,
March 7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

By GARY LARSON

MOMS MIDNIGHT
REASSURANCES
ARE. NEVER vEki
REASSURING
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In games of First Regional
High School Baskeiball Tournament played at Carr Health
Building, Murray State College,
Fulton beat Lone Oak and Wmgo
beat Clinton.

* * *

THE FAR SIDE

CALVIN and HOBBES

FOR SETTER

Forty years ago

Airman Jimmy Klapp, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp of
Murray, is now stationed at
Lakenheath Air Force Base,
England.

is (800)422-4453.
JULIUS, 1.40W THAT
We'RE TALKING
ASA IN -•SHUT
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Baptist Church.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I am a faithful
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Looking Back

Today is Friday, March 12, the list day of 1993. There are 294
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Sixty years ago, on March 12„ 1933, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt delivered the first of his "fireside chats," telling Americans in a radio broadcast what was being done to deal with the
nation's financial crisis.
On this date:
In 1664, New Jersey became a British colony as King Charles II
granted land in the New World to his brother James, the Duke of
York.
In 1912, in Savannah, Ga., Juliette Gordon Low founded the Girl
Guides, which later became the Girl Scouts of America.
In 1925, Chinese revolutionary leader Sun Yat-sen died.
In 1932, the so-called "Swedish Match King," Ival. Kreuger, committed suicide in Pans, leaving behind a financial empire that turned
out to be worthless.
In 1938, the "Anschluss" took place as German troops entered
Austria, completing what Adolf Hitler described as his mission to
restore his homeland to the Third Reich.
In 1939, Pope Pius XII was formally crowned in ceremonies at the
Vatican.
Ten years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz opened a new
diplomatic drive to get foreign armies out of Lebanon as he met at the
State Department with Lebanese Foreign Minister Elie Salem.
Five years ago: The Rev. Jesse Jackson won the Democratic precinct caucuses in his native South Carolina.
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council stood firm in its demand
that Iraq comply totally with Gulf War cease-fire resolutions, rebuffing an appeal for leniency from Saddam Hussein's special envoy,
deputy prime minister Tariq Aziz.
Today's Birthdays: AFL-CIO president Lane Kirkland is 71. Former
astronaut Wally Schirra is 70. The former president of Argentina,
Raul Alfonsin, is 66. Playwright Edward Albce is 65. Former Atlanta
Mayor Andrew Young is 61. Broadcast journalist Lloyd Dobyns is 57.
Actress Barbara Feldon is 52. Singer-guitarist Paul Kantner is 51.
Actress-singer Liza Minnelli is 47. Singer-songwriter James Taylor is
45. Baseball player Darryl Strawberry is 31.
Thought for Today: "The follies which a man regrets most in his
life are those which he didn't commit when he had the opportunity."
— Helen Rowland, American writer, journalist and humorist
(1876-1950).
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GARFIELD
YOU OUGHT TO TONE.
UP THOSE MUSCLES

HOW FIT DO YOLI HAVE TO BE
TO GOoF OFF?

GARFiE.L2!

0
ci

1 Transported
with delight
5 Torrid
8 Collection
of tents
12 Silkworm
13 Hearing
organ
14 S-shaped
molding
15 Genus of
maples
16 Devoured
17 Nerve
network
18 One who
sacrifices
his life
20 Muse
22 Roman
bronze
23 Solemn
wonder
24 Prescribed
way

Irritate
Rude cabin
Ventilate
Peaceful
Fingerless
glove
40 High card
41 Blunder
42 Squandered
45 More ignoble
49 Aleutian
island
50 Priest's
vestment
52 Small valley
53 Loved one
54 Female ruff
55 Send forth
56 Anglo-Saxon
slave
57 Sun talk
58 Oceans

MO00 0000
1210000 =MOM
OMUO MMUDO OU
OOM W0000 OWE
OO DOOM MUM
0O00000 0000M
0000 MOOD
come umumuuu
mmum pomp mu
MOO OOODU WOO
MO MOOMO OBOE
00O0O0 O00000
OO1300 0O1300
3-12 c 1995 United Feature Syndicate
3 Dock
4 Intractable
person
5 Funeral car
Grain
6
7 Surgical saw
8 Musical

DOWN
1 Paper
measure
2 Alms box
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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YOU'RE ALWAYS
SAYING BEETWOVEN
WAS SO GREAT...

DID BEETHOVEN EVER
SERVE ON A
SUB- COMMITTEE
14W4' DID HE 7

HOW CAN YOV BE
CALLED GREAT IF
YOU'VE NEVER
SERVED' ON A
SUB-COMMITTEE?

31
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instrument
9 Matured
10 Apportion
11 Equal
19 Affirmative
21 Be in debt
24 Tai —
25 "— Town"
26 Shoshonean
Indian
28 Make lace
29 Falsehood
30 Sea eagle
34 Essence
'
35 Frozen water
36 Evergreen
trees
37 Enlistee
38 Anger
39 Barters
42 Walk in
water
43 The sweetsop
44 Musial or
Laurel
46 Title
47 Lamb's pen
name

48 Soaks, as
flax
51 — Horsley

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 seem to
remember learning in school that part.
of the blood in the body is blue in color
because it is exhausted of oxygen and
must return to the heart to be reoxy
genated and distributed again. Am I
correct? My friend and I have an
ongoing argument over this.
DEAR READER: You are absolute.
ly on the money. This is why veins are
blue. Arterial, oxygen-rich blood is
red.
Once venous blood returns to the
heart, it is pumped through the lungs.
enriched with oxygen and expelled
(through other heart chambers) into
the aorta, from whence it circulates
throughout the body. Your friend
must not have been listening during
this anatomy lesson in school.DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
elevated triglycerides. What harm are
they and how can he raise his HDI.?
DEAR READER: There are two
major blood fats: cholesterol and
triglycerides. Cholesterol has
received more attention because elevated levels increase the risk of cardiovascular disorders, such as heart
attacks.
The importance of excess triglycerides is not as clearly understood.
The condition may be inherited or.
more commonly. it is a consequence
of other diseases, such as diabetes,
hypothyroidism. alcoholism, or renal
disorders. Excess triglycerides often
cause inflammation of the pancreas
(leading to abdominal pain and poor
digestion) and may be associated with
premature heart disease
In general, the cholesterol level
should not exceed 225 milligrams per
deciliter and the triglycerides should
not be above 150 mg/c11.
Treatment for elevated triglycerides includes a low-fat diet, weight
reduction and correction of any
underlying metabolic abnormality (for
example, control of diabetes with
appropriate drugs and discontinuation of alcohol consumption)
In most cases, this treatment will
also increase BBL, the good choles•
terol.
I've answered your question in a
general way because elevated blood
fats pose a challenging medical problem for both patient and physician.
Your husband should obtain specific
advice from his own doctor, who is
more familiar with the details of his
blood-fat abnormality and is in a bet,
ter position to offer personalized suggestions and follow-up
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Domestic violence
victims now have
24-hour access to
protective orders

•`,

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
Victims of domestic violence
in the state now have 24-hour
access to court orders protecting them from the abusers.
Under a law approved in
1992, every judicial district
was required to have written
procedures and guidelines for
around-the-clock access to
domestic violence protective
orders.
The system is now in place
statewide, according to a news
release from the Administrative Office of the Courts.
"Battering doesn't occur
necessarily between 8 a.m. and
4 p.m.," said Sherry Currens,
executive director of the Kentucky Domestic Violence
Association. "It's a tremendous step forward in protecting
battered women."
Currens said that, although
several other stronger domestic abuse laws went into effect
in July 1992, there are still
places in Kentucky where
abuse victims are not getting
the protection required by law.
—Having them on paper is
the first step," she said.
Chief Justice Robert Stephens said the judicial system
had made significant efforts to
address serious problems.

FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1993

Z.C. Enix appointed to serve on
four state executive committee
Mr. Z. C. Enix of Murray, Kentucky has been appointed by Governor Guy Hunt of Alabama, Chairman of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority,
to serve as a member of the fourstate compact's Executive Committee.
In notifying Mr. Enix of his
appointment,Governor Hunt stated,
"The Authority is a very unique
organization where four states work
closely together for not only the
economic benefit of each state but
for the entire region as a whole. You
are to be commended for giving
your time and energies selflessly to
help improve the economic wellbeing of those impacted by the
waterway." Mr. Enix is a long time
member of the Authority having
served since 1974 and currently is
Governor Brermon Jones personal
representative on the organization.
The Authority at its recent Board
meeting in Montgomery passed a
resolution opposing an additional
$1.00 per gallon fuel tax recommended by the Clinton Administration on the Nation's waterway users.
This proposed 500 percent increase
in Federal taxes would be in addition to the B.T.U. energy tax included in the Clinton Economic
Plan. If enacted, both tax proposals
along with a currently authorized 20
cents per gallon fuel tax will eventually result in a total Federal tax on
waterways of $1.29 per gallon of
fuel consumed.
The Authority stated in its resolution that this exorbitant and in-equitable level of taxation would

Horoscopes

TODAY'S CHILDREN are likable and tolerant, gifted at making others
feel comfortable in their presence. Trusting and generous, these Pisces
sometimes allow unscrupulous types to take advantage of them. They
always see the best in people! Hard workers by nature, they take their job
and domestic'responsibilities seriously. A strong interest in the unknown
makes these Pisces world-class travelers. They love to visit faraway places
and report on what they discover.
(To order a revised and updated copy ol Scone Dixon•s hest-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Fortyer-How Astiology Can Help You Iiind Your Place in God's Plan.- send SM.95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. cio Andrews and McMecl. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and MeMeel.

an important offer or proposition.
Do not let a decision be made by
default. Short trips can be as informative as they are entertaining.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your instincts are excellent. Refuse
to be influenced by idle gossip or
negative comments. Moderation is
advised in all areas. Visit an art
gallery or antiques shop.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Expenditures are up. Continue to
keep a close eye on the bottom line.
Working at a slow but steady pace
helps you accomplish more. Encourage partner to communicate freely.

TANNIN MIS
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1993 Geo Metro
3 Dr., H/B Coupe
#737140

$6,84500*

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...
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SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR-OF YOUR LIFE:
Be willing to take more chances.
- Carefully calculated risks are apt to
pay off. Beginning in May, less confident types look to you for leadership. Wider public recognition will
follow. A steamy romance develops
this coming autumn. Beware of mixing business with pleasure. Travel
provides a welcome break from routine in November. Do your part to
make a family reunion successful.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Dana
Delaney, bandleader Sammy Kaye,
composer Neil Sedaka. golfer Andy
Bean.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
You do not make or take promises
lightly — and may be hurt by those
who lack your sense of commitment. Human nature can be erratic.
Take a wait-and-see approach.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Choose your companions carefully
today and avoid overspending.
Traveling around aimlessly is
unlikely to bring satisfaction. Do
only the things you feel certain you
will enjoy.
GEMINI (May,21 -June 20):
Although you often prefer to do
things by yourself, you should not
reject genuine offers of assistance.
Be extra cautious when traveling in
the afternoon and evening.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
You not only like to get things done
quickly, you are a perfectionist to
boot. An exceptional TV show
could trigger a clever moneymaking
idea. Jot it down before you forget
it!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Hopes
ride high early this morning. Stay on
your toes. Otherwise, a new trend
could catch you off-base. Travel and
sports vie for your attention.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Take new opportunities as they
come. Follow up a tip with your
usual prudence and good judgment.
Find out more about ESP,reincarnation and alternative medicine.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Follow a course of action dictated by
your own good judgment instead of
one suggested by someone else.
Your hunches will pay off in the
long run! Collect tax materials for
your accountant.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Stick close to home this morning.
Work, play or just recharge your
batteries there. Group entertainment
holds more appeal than a one-onone encounter tonight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): An agreement appears to be in
doubt this morning. Use the afternoon hours to analyze an interesting
business proposition. Concentrate
on your own affairs instead of trying
to advise your friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): You need more time to consider

effectively shut down the nation's
waterway system, including the
Tenn-Tom, and result in billions of
dollars of business and investment
losses to both public and private
sectors, including losses in foreign
trade.
This tax threat comes on the heels
of the best year of progress made by
the Tenn-Tom so far in generating
commerce, trade, and economic
development for the four-state region. For example, commerce
shipped on the waterway in, 1992
reached 6.4 million tons or a 22
percent increase over the previous
year. Private and public investments
related to ports and industrial development within the Tenn-Tom Corridor total nearly $2 billion since it
opened in 1985.

We are pleased to
announce that Kim
Justus, bride-elect of
Mark Bazzell, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Kim and Mark
will be married
April 28, 1993.
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Western Kentucky's
Light and Medium Duty

Truck Specialists

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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1993 Geo Tracker YConvertible
#907290
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Walter's Pharmacy

$11,765"
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Open
for the
Season
March 17th

CH E V,90
1993 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic
#118627
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414 Open at 5pm
Closed Mai and Thes
in Sprirg &Fad

...the
greatfood
• place

From the ftnest Charbroiled
Steaks that made our
reputation, to ourfamous
Prone Rib aujus.fresh fish
specials, and so much MOM..
The Brass Lantern is a delight for the whole family.
Carol's gift shop has a new Spring look!
So, come see the expanded display before April 15 •

ths. Ihry 68 in Aurora. Kentucky
1474-2773
on Saturdays reserve for 10 or more

)15
'All sale prices include rebates/subject to prior sale/tax, title, tags extra.
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